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SEMI-STABLE CONJECTURE OF FONTAINE-JANNSEN: 
A SURVEY 

by 

Takeshi Tsuji 

Abstract, — We give an outline of the proof of the semi-stable conjecture of J.-
M. Fontaine and U. Jannsen by O. Hyodo, K. Kato and the author. This conjecture 
compares the two p-adic cohomologies: p-adic etale cohomology and de Rham co-
homology associated to a proper smooth variety over a p-adic field with semi-stable 
reduction; it especially asserts that these two cohomologies with their additional 
structures can be reconstructed from each other. Our proof uses syntomic cohomol
ogy, which was introduced by J.-M. Fontaine and W . Messing, as a bridge between 
the two cohomologies. In the appendix, we also show that the semi-stable conjecture 
implies the de Rham conjecture thanks to the alteration of de Jong. 

1. Introduction 

In these notes, we will give an outline of the proof in [HK94], [Kat94a] and 
[Tsu99] of the conjecture of J.-M. Fontaine and U. Jannsen ([Jan89] p. 347, [Fon94b] 
§ 6) on the p-adic étale cohomology of a proper smooth variety over a p-adic field with 
semi-stable reduction. Here we note that two other proofs were given by G. Faltings 
[Fal] and then by W. Niziol [Niz98b] afterwards. (See after Theorem 1.1 below for 
more details.) For the history of the p-adic Hodge theory, we refer the readers to the 
introduction of [FI93] and [11190]. Besides the proof of Cst, a theory for p-torsion 
étale cohomology in the semi-stable reduction case was developed by G. Faltings and 
C. Breuil ([Fal92], [Bre98a] and [Bre98b]) after [FI93] and [11190] were written. 
See [BM] for a survey. 

Let us recall the conjecture of Fontaine-Jannsen. Let K be a complete discrete 
valuation field of characteristic 0 with perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0 
and let OK denote the ring of integers of K. Let W be the ring of Witt-vectors with 
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324 T. TSUJI 

coefficients in k and let K0 denote the field of fractions of W. We choose and fix a 
uniformizer n of K. Let K be an algebraic closure of K and set GK •= Ga\(K/K). 
We consider a proper scheme X over OK with semi-stable reduction, that is, a regular 
scheme X proper and flat over OK whose special fiber Y := X ®oK k is a reduced 
divisor with normal crossings on X. 

The conjecture of Fontaine-Jannsen, which is also called the semi-stable conjecture 
or C8t for short, compares the p-adic etale cohomology H^(Xj^, Qp) of the geometric 
generic fiber Xj^ := X ®oK K of X, which is a finite dimensional vector space over 
Qp naturally endowed with a continuous linear action of GK , with the log crystalline 
cohomology H{£g_crys(X), which is a finite dimensional vector space over K0 endowed 
with a semi-linear automorphism ip (called the Frobenius), a linear endomorphism TV 
(called the monodromy operator) satisfying Nip = ptpN and a descending filtration 
after (£)K0K- The log crystalline cohomology with its first two structures y> and TV 
does not depend on the choice of 7r, but the filtration depends on it. More precisely, 
the filtration on H{^g_CTys(X)0KOK is induced by the Hodge filtration on H^(XK/K) 
through the isomorphism ([HK94] Theorem (5.1)): 

P* • #log-crys№ ®K0 K ^ H?R(XK/K) 

depending on the choice of 7r. If X has a good reduction, H(^g_crys(X) coincides with 
the usual crystalline cohomology ([Ber74], [BO78]) of the special fiber tensored with 
KQ over W, the monodromy operator vanishes, and (in this case the isomorphism 
was proven by Berthelot and Ogus [B083]) does not depend on the choice of n. 
Strictly speaking, when the conjecture was made, the log crystalline cohomology was 
conjectural and it was constructed afterwards by Hyodo and Kato [Hyo91], [HK94]. 

Theorem 1.1 (Conjecture of Fontaine-Jannsen, Cst). — With the notations and the as
sumptions as above, H^(X^,QP) is a semi-stable representation of GK and there 
exist natural isomorphisms in MFK(<P, N): 

DST(HZ(XW,QJ) s K ^ J X ) (m E Z ) . 

See § 2.2 for semi-stable p-adic representations and the filtered <p-N modules in 
MFK(<P, N) associated to them. Furthermore these isomorphisms are functorial on 
X and compatible with the product structures and with the Chern classes in and 
HdR °f a vect°r bundle on XK • 

Since the functor DST is fully faithful (§2.2), the theorem implies that the two 
cohomology groups with their additional structures can be reconstructed from each 
other. 

This conjecture was studied by many mathematicians [FM87], [Fal89], [KM92], 
[HK94], [Kat94a], ... and completely solved by the author in [Tsu99]. See Theorem 
A2 of these notes for the compatibility with the Chern classes. Afterwards, alternative 
proofs were given by G. Faltings [Fal] and then by W. Niziol [Niz98a], [Niz98b]. In 
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fact, as an easy corollary of the proof of Theorem Al of these notes, which uses the 
alteration of de Jong, we further see that the i^0-structure H{£g_crys(X) with <p and N 
on H^(XK/K) and the isomorphism in Theorem 1.1 are independent of the choice 
of a semi-stable model X of XK> 

We will explain the ideas of the three proofs of the conjecture. Every proof uses 
a certain intermediate cohomology or a if-group. Set Vm := H^(Xj^,Qp), Dm := 
H%g_crys(X) and DK :=K®Ko Dm to simplify the notation. 

I) The method of syntomic cohomology and p-adic vanishing cycles 

The syntomic cohomology for X/OK smooth was first introduced by J.-M. Fontaine 
and W. Messing [FM87] to prove the conjecture in the good reduction case. (See the 
beginning of § 5 for the idea of the definition of the syntomic cohomology.) To prove 
the conjecture in general, we use a log version ([Kat94a], [Tsu99]) H{£g_syn(X, SQP) 
(r, m ^ 0), from which there are maps to both etale and crystalline cohomologies: 

Vm(r) ¿ 2 - H£G_SYN(X, SRQP) - ^ - > Fif (BdR ®K D%) n (BST ®x0 DM)N=°^R. 

(cf. The proof of Corollary 2.2.9 for the last term). 

Theorem 1.2 ([Kur87], [Kat94a] Corollary (5.5), [Tsu99] Theorem 3.3.4) 
The homomorphism (A) above is an isomorphism ifO^m^r. 

By Theorem 1.2, we can invert the homomorphism (A) and obtain Theorem 1.1 
using the fact dimQp V™ = dim^ DM and Poincaré duality for the two cohomology 
groups. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the description of the p-adic vanishing 
cvc.lfts: 

ilWj^Z/pZiq) (Y := w<<X ®0k k<< -U X J- XK) 

in terms of the logarithmic differential modules of the special fiber Y (endowed with 
a natural log structure) by Bloch-Kato and Hyodo [BK86], [Hyo88]. In the case 
r ^ p — 2, we have a good integral version of the syntomic cohomology and we can 
reduce the proof of Theorem 1.2 to the mod p case and use the above description. This 
was done by K. Kato and M. Kurihara in [Kur87], [Kat94a], and Cst was proved by 
K. Kato in the case dimX^ ^ (p — 2)/2. However, in the general case, we don't have 
a good integral theory so far and the proof of Theorem 1.2 involves much complicated 
and technical analysis of two kinds of adhoc syntomic complexes, which is the main 
part of [Tsu99]. 

II) The method of almost etale extensions 

Associated to a sufficiently small affine open formal subscheme il = Spf(A) of the 
formal completion X of X along the special fiber, we have a ring i?Crys with an action 
of 7Ti(Spec(Ax))- G. Faltings defined an intermediate cohomology i7m(X^, Bcrys) by 
gluing the Galois cohomology iJm(7Ti(Spec(A^)), BCRYS), to which there are canonical 
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326 T. TSUJI 

homomorphisms from the two p-adic cohomology groups as follows: 

BCRYS®QPV™im "F;/fdff H™(X^BCRYS)i/F^1K2r-m{ (BST®KOD™)N=°. 

Theorem 1.3 ([Fal] § 3 8. Theorem, § 4 9. Theorem). — The homomorphism (C) above 
is an almost isomorphism. 

Roughly speaking, G. Faltings proved that the ramification along the special fiber 
of any etale extension of A-^ is "almost" killed by adjoining to A-^ all p-power roots 
of a coordinate ([Fal88] I 3.1. Theorem, [Fal] § 2B). This allowed him to reduce the 
calculation of some Galois cohomology of 7Ti(Spec(A^)) to some Galois cohomology 
of a simple group Zp(l)d (d = dimX^), and to prove Theorem 1.3. 

Ill) The method via K-theory 
There are regulator maps from a If-group to the two p-adic cohomology groups as 

follows: 

P(r)im "F;/F^1K2r-m{ Q0lim "F;/F^1K2r-m{X1Z/pnZy 
xww "F;/F^1K2r-m{ Q0lim "F;/F^1K2r-m{X1Z/pnZy 

The homomorphism (F) is defined as the composite of a regulator map to the 
syntomic cohomology and the homomorphism (B) above. 

Theorem 1.4 ([Niz98b]). — The homomorphism (E) is surjective and the kernel of 
(F) contains the kernel of (E) if r is large enough. 

The proof is based on the comparison theorem of Thomason between algebraic 
if-theory and etale if-theory. 

This paper is organized as follows: In § 2, we review the definition of Hodge-Tate, 
de Rham, semi-stable and crystalline p-adic representations including the definition 
and some properties of the rings BCRYS, BST and B^R- In § 3, we review the theory 
of log structures in the sense of Fontaine-Illusie. § 4 is devoted to explaining how 
the usual crystalline cohomology and the comparison theorem of Bert helot-Ogus with 
de Rham cohomology are extended to the semi-stable reduction case. § 5 and § 6 
correspond to the main part of [Tsu99]; We survey the proof of the key comparison 
theorem between syntomic and etale cohomologies. In § 7, we explain how we derive 
the conjecture of Fontaine-Jannsen from the above key comparison theorem. In the 
Appendix, we give an argument to derive CdR from Cst using the alteration of de Jong. 
The main references to each section are as follows: § 2 [Fon82], [Fon94a], [Fon94b]. 
§ 3 [Kat89]. § 4 [HK94]. § 5 and § 6 [FM87], [Kat87], [Kur87], [Kat94a], [Tsu99], 
[BK86], [Hyo88]. §7 [FM87], [KM92], [Kat94a], [Tsu99]. 

Notation. — Throughout these notes, we fix a complete discrete valuation field of 
characteristic 0 with perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0 and let OK denote 
the ring of integers of K. We choose and fix a uniformizer 7r of K. We denote by 
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(S,N) the scheme Spec(Ox) endowed with the log structure defined by the closed 
point and by (s,Ns) its reduction mod n (see Example 3.1.1). Let W denote the ring 
of Witt-vectors with coefficients in k and let KQ denote the field of fractions of W. 
We denote by a the Probenius of /c, W and Ko. Let K be an algebraic closure of 
K, and let k be the residue field of K, which is an algebraic closure of k. We set 
GK '= Gdl(K/K). Let C be the completion of K with respect to its valuation and 
let Oc denote its ring of integers. GK acts continuously on C and Oc- We denote by 
the subscript n the reduction mod pn of schemes, log schemes etc. 

2. The rings BCRYS, BST, B^R and p-adic representations 

Let Z be a prime. An Z-adic representation of GK is a finite dimensional Qj-vector 
space V with a continuous and linear action of GK- Recall GK = Gsl(K/K). It is 
well-known that Z(^ p)-adic representations and p-adic ones have completely different 
natures. For Z ^ p, if we assume [K : QP] < oo, every Z-adic representation of GK 
is quasi-unipotent, that is, after restricting to the Galois group of a suitable finite 
extension K' of if, it becomes tame and the action of the inertia group becomes 
unipotent. It is still true without the assumption [K : Qp] < oo, if the representation 
is the Z-adic etale cohomology of an algebraic variety over K [Gro72]. However a p-
adic representation does not have such a simple structure in general; The image of the 
wild part of the inertia group can have a large image in GL(V). Furthermore, there 
are p-adic representations of a type completely different from those realized as p-adic 
etale cohomology, for instance, ipa (a G Zp \ Z), where ip denotes the composite of the 
cyclotomic character GK Z* with the projection Z* = [iv-\ x (1 +pZp) —> 1 +pZp. 

Let Rep(G/<:) denote the category of p-adic representations of GK- In this section, 
we will briefly review the notions of Hodge-Tate, de Rham, semi-stable and crystalline 
p-adic representations, whose categories we denote by Rep .(GK) with • = HT, dR, st 
and crys respectively. The latter implies the former, that is, we have 

Rep(GK) D RepHT(GK) D RepDR(GK) D Repst(GK) D Repcrys(GK). 

The de Rham, semi-stable and crystalline representations were defined by J.-
M. Fontaine by introducing the rings i?dR, #st and #crys, and they correspond to all, 
unipotent and unramified representations respectively in the Z(^ p)-adic case. We 
note that the representations ipa (a G Zp \ Z) mentioned above are not Hodge-Tate. 
Furthermore, to these kinds of representations, one can also associate K or ifo-vector 
spaces with some linear or semi-linear structures, from which one can extract some 
information on the representations. 

2.1. The rings i?crys, BST and Дщ; their structures and properties 
In this section, we will list structures and properties of the rings BCRYS, BST and 

i?dR defined by J.-M. Fontaine [Fon82], [Fon94a]. We will postpone a construction 
of them to § 2.3. 
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BdR 
(O)dR The ring wwis a wcomplete discrete valuation field whose residue field is G. 
We denote by B^R its valuation ring and define a descending filtration on BdR by 
FiP jBdR := {x G B^R I v(x) ̂  i} (i G Z), where v denotes the discrete valuation of 
BdR normalized by vdR(B^R) = Z. 
(l)dR The ringFil1 BdR <w is endowed with an action of GK compatible with the 
ring structure and the filtration such that the canonical homomorphism B^R —> 
B^R/ Fil1 BdR = С is Gx-equi variant. 
(2)dR There exists a canonical G^-equivariant ring homomorphism К —> B^R whose 
composite with B^R —> B^R/ Fil1 BdR = С is the natural embedding. We regard К 
as a subfield of B^R in the following. (See Remark 2.1.2). 
(3)dR There exists a Qp-linear canonical G^-equivariant injective homomorphism 
Qp(l) «̂-> Fil1 BdR such that the image of a non-zero element is a uniformizer. Using 
the field structure of B^R, we obtain injective homomorphisms 
(3.i)dR Qp(r)^Fiir£dR {re г) 
and isomorphisms 
(3.2)dR gr*BdR ̂ - Qp(<) 0Qp gr°£dR = C(i) (г G Z). 
For r G Z, we regard Qp(r) as a submodule of Filr i?dR in the following. 

Using (3.2)dR and the following well-known theorem of Tate, we obtain 
(A)DRB^=K°K =K. 

Theorem 2.1.1 ([Tat67] (3.3) Theorems 1,2). — H°(GK, C(t)) = K (ifi = 0), 0 (oth
erwise) . 

Remark 2.1.2. — We don't have a Gx-equivariant section of B^R —> B^R/ Fil BdR = 
С, that is, BdR ¥ C[[t]][t-1] (t e QP(l),t ф 0). 

•Bcrys 
(0)crys The ring Bcrys is a G^-stable subring of BdR containing Qp(r) (r G Z) and 
P0 = Frac(W(fc)). 
(l)crys The ring Bcrys is endowed with a Po-semilinear injective endomorphism (called 
the Frobenius) <p: Bcrys —> Bcrys such that 
(l.l)crys (f o g = g o ip iov all g e GK 
(1.2)crys <p(t) = p • t for t G Qp(l) C Pcrys H Fil1 PdR 
(1.3)crys Fil0 BdR H B?=i = Qp. 
(2)Crys The canonical homomorphism K ®x0 Pcrys PdR is injective. 

We obtain the following (3)crys from (2)crys and (4)dR. 
(3)crys B^s = P0G* = K0. 
(4)Crys For a non-zero element b G £CryS if Qp • b (c J3Crys) is G^-stable, then b £ Po-t1 
for some i G Z. 
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Bst 
The rings i?dR and Bcrys do not depend on the choice of a uniformizer TT of K, but 

Bst (with their structures) does. See Remark 2.1.3 (2). 
(0)st The ring Bst is a i?crys-algebra contained in BDR stable under the action of GK-
(l)st For each compatible system s = (sn)n>o of pn-ih roots of 7r in O^, there is a 
canonically defined element us of Bst such that: 
(1.1)st The element us is transcendental over Bcrys and Bst = Bcrys[us]. 
(1.2)st g(us) =w<<<n;:jfor # G GK. 
(1.3)st For two systems s and s;, if we set t — (s'ns~l)n G ZP(1)(0^) C Bcrys, we 
have ?v = ŝ +1. 
(2)st The ring £?st is endowed with an endomorphism (called the Frobenius) ip: Bst —> 
Bst extending the Frobenius on £?crys and characterized by 
(2.1)st <p(u8) = p-us for every s. 

By (l.l)crys and (1.2)st, we have 
(2.2)st (f o g = g o <p for all g G GK. 
(3)st The ring Bst is endowed with a £crys-derivation N: Bst —• Bst (called the 
monodromy operator) characterized by (see Remark 2.1.3 (1)): 
(3.1)st N(us) = -1 for every s. 
By definition, it satisfies 
(3.2)st Ny=pyN. 

By (1.2)st, we have 
(3.3)st N o g = g o N for all g G GK. 

We obtain the following (4)st from (1.3)crys and the definition of N above. 
(4)st B*=° = Bcrys and Fil° BdR n B ^ 1 ^ = QP. 

(5)st The canonical homomorphism K ®K0 Bst —> BdR is injective. 
From (4)dR and (5)st, we obtain 

(6)st BZk = PgK = K0. 
(7)st For a non-zero element b of Bst, if QP • b (c B8t) is G/f-stable, then b € Po - tl 
(C -Bcrys) for some z G Z. 

Remark 2.1.3 
(1) In [Fon94a], the monodromy operator of jBst is defined by N(us) = 1, but we 

change the sign here to make it compatible with the monodromy operator coming 
from its log crystalline interpretation. (See Proposition 4.4.1.) 

(2) The jBcrys-algebra Bst with an action of GK, y and N is independent of the 
choice of 7r up to canonical isomorphisms. If we choose another uniformizer 7r', the 
two embeddings tnf : Bst 0^o K ^ BdR corresponding to TT and n' are related by 
the formula: 

in> =L^O exp(log(7r/7r 1) • (N ® Ik)). 
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2.2. Hodge-Tate, de Rham, semi-stable and crystalline representations 

Let V be a p-adic representation of G#, that is, a finite dimensional QP-vector 
space endowed with a continuous and linear action of GK- We define K-vector spaces 
DirriV) (i e Z) by 

DUT(V) ••= (C(t) ®Qp V)G« 

and D.(y) (• = dR,st,crys) by 

D.(V) := (B.®n V)G«. 

DDR(V) is a If-vector space and Dst(V) and Dcrys(V) are Ko-vector spaces. 
By (5)st, we have canonical injective homomorphisms 

(2.2.1) DCRYS(V)<—>DST(V), 

(2.2.2) Dst(V) ®KoK--+DdR(V)-

We define the filtration on DDR(V) by (Fil* BDR®QP V)Gk (i G Z). Then, by (3.2)dR, 
we have canonical injective homomorphisms 

(2.2.3) gr^dR(^) — DlHT(V) (i G Z). 

From these facts and Proposition 2.2.6 below (which follows from Theorem 2.1.1 
without much difficulty), we obtain 

(2.2.4) F'ûiDdR(V) = 0 ( ¿ » 0 ) , FiV DdR(V) = DdR(V) (i « 0) 

Fil1 BdR 
dimKo £>crys(V) < dimKo Dst(V) ^ dimK DdR(V) ^ dimK DHT(V) ^ dimQp(F) 

where DHT(V) denotes the graded module 0ÏGZ^HT(^) -

Proposition 2.2.6 ([Ser67] § 2 Proposition 4). — The canonical homomorphism 

CKHT : 0 C(-i) ®K DlUT(V) —• C ®q V 
xww 

is injective. 

Definition 2.2.7. — With the notation above, we say that V is Hodge-Tate if 
dimK DHT(V) = dimQp(y). We define de Rham, semi-stable and crystalline rep
resentations similarly using DdR(V), Dst(V) and DCrys(̂ ) respectively instead of 

DHT(V). 

We define the categories MGK, MFK, MFK{y,N) and MFK(<p), an object of 
which will be associated to a Hodge-Tate, de Rham, semi-stable and crystalline rep
resentation of GK' 

MGK' The category of finite dimensional K-vector spaces D graded by K-
subspaces Dl (i G Z). 

MFK'- The category of finite dimensional K-vector spaces D endowed with ex
haustive and separated descending nitrations FiP D (i G Z) by X-subspaces. 
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MFK(<P, N): The category of finite dimensional Zfo-vector spaces D endowed with 
ifo-semilinear automorphisms ip, Ko-linear endomorphisms TV such that N(p = p(pN, 
and exhaustive and separated descending nitrations FiP DK (i € Z) on DK '= K®K0 
D by if-subspaces. 

MFK(<p): The full subcategory of MFK(<P,N) consisting of the objects such that 
N = 0. 

We have the following commutative diagram of categories and functors. 

RepUT (GK) DUT MGK 

gr 
ReV<m(GK) 

wxxw 
MFK 

Repst(GK) Dst MFK(^N) 

Repcrys(Gx) DCRYS MFK(<p) 

Proposition 2.2.8. — LetV be a p-adic representation O/GK> Then: 
(1) IfV is de Rham, the canonical homomorphism 

«dR: BdR <8>K DdR(V) —• BdR ®Q V 

is a filtered isomorphism, where we define the filtration on the LHS (resp. the RHS) 
by FiP = £i=io+il Fil'° ® Fil*1 ^esp. FiP BdR ®Qp V). 

(2) If V is semi-stable, the canonical homomorvhism 

otst : Bst ®K0 Dst(V) —• Bst ®Qp V 

is an isomorphism. 

Proof 
(1) By Proposition 2.2.6, ojdR is injective and strict with respect to the filtrations. 

Since BdR is a field and dirnĵ  A I R ( ^ ) = dimQp(V), adR is a filtered isomorphism. 
(2) By (1), (5)st and (2.2.2), the homomorphism ast is injective. Choose bases 

{diji^i^r and {^ji^ï^r of Dst(V) and V respectively and set 

ast(l ®di) = 

xxw<p$$ 
bji • (1 ®Vj) (bji e Bst). 

By (1), det(bij) 7̂  0. On the other hand Qp • det(6^) is stable under GK- Hence, by 
(7)st,det(^)e£*t. • 

Corollary 2.2.9. — The functor D^: RepST(GK) -> MFK(<p,N) is fully-faithful. 

Proof — For a semi-stable representation V, by Proposition 2.2.8 and (4)st, ast and 
ojdR induces a G^-equivariant isomorphism 

(Bst ®x0 Det(V))***=1'19N+ff,*1=0 n Fil°(BdR ®K DdR(V)) ^V. • 
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Corollary 2.2.10. — For a p-adic representation V of GK and D G MFK(<P, N), to 
prove that V is semi-stable and to give an isomorphism Dst(V) = D are equivalent to 
giving a GK-eQuivariant Bst-linear isomorphism Bst 0QP V ^> Bst 0KO D preserving 
the action of GK, N and the filtration after tensoring with BDR over Bst. Here 
the action of g G GK on the LHS (resp. RHS) is g 0 g (resp. g 0 1), ip on the LHS 
(resp. RHS) is (p 0 1 (resp. (p 0 (p), N on the LHS (resp. RHS) is N ® 1 (resp. 
1 0 N + N 0 1); the filtration on BdR 0QP V is Fil' BdR 0QP V, and the filtration on 
BDR 0 x F>K is the tensor product of the filtrations on BDR and DK • 

See [FI93] 2.3 for some examples of these kinds of p-adic representations. We will 
give some in the end of § 2.3. 

2.3. The rings Bcrys, Bst and BdR; their construction. — We define the ring 
R to be the projective limit of 

OK/POK 
Frob x<<^$ùù Frob 

OK/POK 
Frob 

The element of R is a system of elements a = (ao, ai, a2,...) of O^/pO^ such that 
a^+1 = an. The absolute Frobenius of R is bijective. Choose a compatible system 
s = (sn)n^o of pn-th roots of TT i n s s a n d define the element TT_ of R to be (sn 
mod p)n^o- We have a canonical injective multiplicative homomorphism: 

^p(l)(Of) = limiipn(Ox) c—> Rx; e = (en)n^ \—> e := (en mod p)n^0-

Roughly speaking, the rings Bcrys, Bst and BdR are constructed as certain modifi
cations of the ring W(R) of Witt-vectors with coefficients in R. We have a canonical 
surjective ring homomorphism 

9: W(R) —>Oc 

characterized by 9([a]) = limn^00anp , where a = (oo,ai, . . .) G R, an denotes 
a lifting of an inss and [a] denotes the Teichmiiller representative (a, 0 ,0, . . . ) G 
W(R). We have 9([TT}) = l i m ^ ^ s£ = TT and 9([e}) = limn ôo sf = 1 for e G 
Zp(l)(0|f). We denote by 9oK (resp. 9 K) the O^-linear (resp. if-linear) extension of 
9:OK®W W(R) OC (resp. K ®w W(R) -> C). We have 9(1 0 [tt] - TT 0 1) = 0. 

Proposition 2.3.1 ([Fon82] 2.4. Proposition). — The élément I0[7r]-7r0l is a non-zero 
divisor in OK ®W W(R) and générâtes Ker (9QK)> 

Proof. — Since OK ®W W(R) and Oc are p-adically complete and separated and 
p-torsion free, it suffices to prove that the reduction mod TT of the sequence 

0 OK ®W W(R) 
I<8>[7r]-7T®1 

is exact, that is, 

OK ®W W(R) 
<<,;l:cc 

Oc 0 

0 - R 7T x<< 0oK Oc/irOc • 0 
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is exact, where QQK is the projection to the first component mod TT. This is easy to 
see 

We define the ring BdR K by 

*dR,K := ̂ {K®w W(R))/(Kei(eK))r 

which is a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field C by Proposition 2.3.1. 
We define BDR,K to be the field of fractions of BdRK. Since 0([e]) = 1, for e G 
Zp(1)(Of), log([e]) = Ei^iC-1)*"1^ - 1)7* converges in B$R and we obtain a 
canonical additive injective homomorphism 

Zp(l) Fil1 BdRfjK:; e log(fe]). 

We can prove that the image of a non-zero element of Zp(l) is a uniformizer ([Fon82] 
2.17. Proposition) and hence, for a finite extension K' of K contained in K, the 
canonical homomorphism BdR K, —> BdR k is an isomorphism since these two com
plete discrete valuation rings have the same residue field and a common uniformizer. 
This implies BDR,K — BdR^' and we simply write JE?dR for BDR,K in the following. 
We have K C BdR. 

We define the ring ACTys to be the p-adic completion of 

W(R)[C/n\ (n > 1)] C W(R)[l/p], 

where £ = [p] — p G Ker(0). Note that £ is a generator of Ker(0) (Proposition 2.3.1). 
For the Frobenius <p on W(R), we have 

¥>(0 = M P - P = ( C + P ) P - P 6 pW(fl)Kn/n! (n > 1)]. 

Hence, using pn/n! G pZp (n ^ 1), we see that the Frobenius ip on W(R) extends 
to the Frobenius ip on Acrys. We see easily that t = log([e\) converges in Acrys for 
e G ZP(1)(OK), e ̂  0, and <p{t) = logfle]*) =p-t. Note [e] - 1 G Ker((9) = £ • W(#). 
We define £^ys and Bcrys to be Acrys[p_1] and Acryg^-1,/?-1]. The rings i?^ and J5st 
are defined to be the subrings B+ys[us] and 5crys[iis] of BdR and i?dR respectively, 
where u8 = log((l 0 [n]) • (n 0 l)"1). Note 0K((1 <g> [7r]) • (TT 0 l)"1) = 1 and hence 
log((l ® [7r]) • (TT ® l)-1) converges in B^R. For the proof of (1.3)crys, (2)crys, (7)8t(=> 
(4)Crys), (l.l)st and (5)st, see [Fon82] 4.12 Theoreme (or [Fon94a] 5.3.7 Theoreme), 
[Fon82] 4.7, [Fon94b] 5.1.3 Lemme, [Fon94a] 3.1.6 and [Fon94a] 4.2.4 Theoreme. 

Example 2.3.2. — Let q G K* and consider an extension 0 —> Qp(l) —> V —• Qp —> 0 
defined by the image of q in (lirnjK*/(K*yn)) ®Zp Qp ^ H^GK, Qp(1)). Choose 
a compatible system {qn}n^o of pn-th roots of q in if and define r: G# —• Zp(l) by 
9(Qn) = r(g)n • qn, where r(#)n := r(#) mod pn G fipn(K). Then V = Qp(l) 0 Qp 
with the action of GK- g(x, y) = (g(x) + y • r(g),y) (g G GK, x G Qp(l) 

(1) If g G O^, then V is crystalline: We may assume q G 1 + TT • Ox- Set # := 
(gn modp)n G i?. Then, for [q\ G W(i2), log([#]) converges in B+ys and Z? := 
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DCryS(V) = (#crys ®QP V)GK is a if0-vector space with a base e\ = (t 1 0 £, 0), 
e2 = (-logQg])*-1 0 t,l 0 1) (0 7̂  t G QP(1)). Its filtered (̂ -module structure is 
given by ip(ei) = p~xeu ip{e2) = e2, Fil"1 cDqqKqqcx<< =ccc Fil0D<<K =K - (log(q)e1 + e2), 
Fil1 x<<<= 0. 

(2) If q = 7rm • u for 0 / m E Z and tt G 0^ , then V is not crystalline but semi-
stable: We may assume u G 1+TTOK- Choose compatible systems {sn} and {un} of pn-
th roots of 7T and it in O-^ and choose {sj^-^n} as {Qn} above. Set u := (un mod p)n G 

and let its be as in the definition of Bst. Then D := Dst(V) = (-Bst ®QPx<< is a 
Ko-vector space with a base ei = (£-10£, 0),e2 := m_1((— log([u])—rmts)£_10£, 101) 
( O ^ t e Qp(l)). Its <̂-AT filtered module structure is given by <p(e\) — p-1ei, <£(e2) — 
e2, JV(ei) = 0, N(e2) - eu Fil"1 DK = DK, Fi\° DK = K • (m"1 log(u)ei + e2), 
Fil1!)*- = 0. 

3. Logarithmic structures 

The theory of logarithmic structures in the sense of Fontaine-Illusie on schemes 
was established by K. Kato in [Kat89] based on an idea of Fontaine and Illusie and 
it is a useful tool when one wants to generalize a theory concerning smooth schemes 
to semi-stable schemes or normal crossing varieties. See Example 3.1.1 (2), (3) and 
Example 3.2.4 (2), (3). We review the theory briefly. See [Kat89] for details. 

3.1. Definition. — We assume that a monoid is always commutative and has 1 
(the unit), and a morphism of monoids preserves 1. We regard N = {0,1,2 , . . .} as a 
monoid by its addition (0 is the unit in this case). For a scheme X, we regard Ox as 
a monoid by its multiplication. 

A pre-log structure on X is a pair (M, a) of a sheaf of monoids M on the etale 
site and a morphism of sheaves of monoids a: M —> Ox• It is a log structure if 
the canonical homomorphism a-1((D^) —> Ox is an isomorphism. We define the log 
structure (M, a)a associated to a pre-log structure (M, a) to be the push out of the 
diagram of sheaves of monoids: Ox ^— oTl(0*x) ^ M. A log scheme (X,M,a) is 
a scheme X endowed with a log structure (M, a). We often omit a in the notation 
of a log structure and a log scheme in the following. We define a morphism of log 
schemes as a pair of a morphism of schemes and a morphism between the sheaves of 
monoids compatible with a's in the obvious sense. The monoid Ox with the inclusion 
into Ox is a log structure and it is called the trivial log structure. The functor from 
the category of schemes to the category of log schemes which associates (X, Ox) to 
X is fully faithful. For a morphism of schemes f-.Y—^X and a log structure M on 
X, we define the inverse image f*M to be the log structure associated to the pre-log 
structure f-\M) -> j-YOx^OY. 

We say that a monoid P is integral if ac — be implies a = b for a, 6, c G P. We 
say that a log structure M is fine, if etale locally on X, M is isomorphic to the log 
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structure associated to a pre-log structure of the form (Px, P) where P is a finitely 

generated integral monoid and Px is the constant sheaf of monoids associated to 

P. Fiber products are representable in the category of log schemes and also in the 

category of fine log schemes. We note that in the latter category fiber products are 

not compatible with fiber products in underlying schemes in general. 

For a morphism of log schemes / : (X, M) —> (F, iV), we define the relative differ

ential module ft^/y(log(M/JV)) to be the quotient of ^ / Y ® (P* ®% MgP) b^ tne 
(9x-submodule generated by (d(a(x)),0) — (0, a(x) <g> x) (x e M) and (0,1 <S> x) (x G 
the image of /_1(Ngp) M«p). We denote by dlog(x) the class of (0,1 <g> x) for 

x G Mgp. If M and TV are fine, then the differential module is quasi-coherent. We can 

define the de Rham complex Qx/s(log(M/N)) by setting d(d\og(x)) = 0 (x G Mgp). 

Example 3.1.1 

(1) Let X be a regular scheme and D b e a reduced divisor with normal crossings 

on D. Then M := Ox H —> Ox is a fine log structure, where U = X \D and j 

denotes U ^ X. Etale locally on X , we have a decomposition D = Yli^i^r ^i sucn 

that D{ is regular and Di = {TTI = 0} for TTI G T(X, Ox), and M is isomorphic to the 

log structure associated to (W)x —• Ox] (ni) «-+ ri71*?*<<<<<<-
(2) Let A be a discrete valuation ring and let X - » Spec(A) = 5 be a morphism of 

finite type such that etale locally on X , there exists an etale morphism of 5-schemes 

u: X —> Spec(A[Ti,.. . ,T^]/(Ti • • -Tr - TT)) for some integers 1 ^ r < d. Then as in 

(1), we can define the fine log structures M on X and N on 5 by the special fiber Y 

and the closed point s respectively. We have a natural morphism / : (X, M ) —> (5, N) 

of log schemes. The relative differential Qx^s(\og(M/N)) is locally free and locally 

of finite rank. If we have a morphism u as above, we have 

^ / 5 ( i o g ( M / A 0 ) = ( e i ^ r O x 'd\og{TTi))/Ox -d iogCrV)) ©(er+î ffffff<<<d0xqqs<< $̂ùù 

where 7r* = u*(T<). Note dlog(/_1(7r)) = Ei<^r d logfa) . 

(3) Keep the notation of (2). We denote by My (resp. Ns) the inverse image 

of M on y (resp. N on s). We have a natural morphism g: (Y, My) —> (s,Ns). 

If we have a morphism iz as in (2) and denote by TTI (1 ^ 2 ^ r) the image of 

7Tj G M C Ox in My, then, for y G Y, we have My7^ = Oyv x r L ^ o ^ _ ̂ N and 

the morphism My-y —> Oy^ sends TTI to the image of TTI G OX inI G OX inxw We have 

Qy/ a(log(My/iV.)j * Ok ®'0x w<<<5(log(M/iV)). 

3.2. Log etale and log smooth morphisms. — Etale morphisms and smooth 

morphisms of fine log schemes are defined similarly as schemes as follows. 

Definition 3.2.1 ([Kat89] (3.1)). — We say that a morphism of fine log schemes 

i: (X, M ) <^-> (Y,N) is a closed immersion (resp. an exact closed immersion) if it 

is a closed immersion in the underlying schemes and the morphism i*N —> M is 

surjective (resp. an isomorphism). 
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Definition 3.2.2 ([Kat89] (3.3)). — We say that a morphism of fine log schemes 
/ : (X, M) —• ( Y, N) is étale (resp. smooth) if it is locally of finite presentation in the 
underlying schemes and, for every commutative diagram of fine log schemes 

(X,M) 

(Y,N) 

S (T,MT) 

w<w 
t. (T',MT,) 

such that i is an exact closed immersion and I2 = 0 for the ideal / of OT> defining T, 
there exists a unique morphism (resp. a morphism étale locally on T') g : (X", MT') —> 
(X, M) such that g o i = s and / o g = t. 

If / : (X, M) —> (y,iV) is étale (resp. smooth), its relative differential module van
ishes (resp. is locally free and locally of finite rank) ([Kat89] Proposition (3.10)). 

A morphism of schemes / : X —> Y is smooth if and only if étale locally on X, 
there exists an étale morphism of Y-schemes X —> Y[Ti, . . . , T<J for some integer d. 
We have the following analogue for log schemes. 

Theorem 3.2.3 ([Kat89] Theorem (3.5)). — Let f: (X,M) (Y,N) be a morphism 
of fine log schemes. Then, f is etale (resp. smooth) if and only if etale locally on 
X, there exist isomorphisms N = Qy, M = P%>, where (Qy,0), (Px,a) are pre-
log structures with P, Q finitely generated and integral monoids, and an injective 
morphism of monoids h: P —• Q compatible with f such that the canonical mor
phism X —* Y Xgpec(z[Q]) Spec(Z[P]) induced by a, /3 and h, is etale and the cokernel 
(resp. the torsion part of the cokernel) ofhgp is a finite group of order invertible on X. 

If we have N = Qy, M = P% and h as in the theorem, there is an isomorphism 
^X/Y(log(M/7V)) = Ox ®z Pgp/^gp(Qgp)-

Example 3.2.4 
(1) For a finite extension A —> A' of discrete valuation rings, if we endow S = 

Spec(A), S' = Spec(^4/) with the log structures M, M' defined by the closed point 
(Example 3.1.1 (1)), then (Sf,Mf) —> (5,M) is etale if and only if A1 is tamely 
ramified over A. 

(2) The morphism / in Example 3.1.1 (2) is smooth. 
(3) The morphism g in Example 3.1.1 (3) is smooth. 
(4) If X is a smooth scheme over a field k with a reduced divisor D with normal 

crossings relative to k, then (X,M) defined as in Example 3.1.1 (1) is smooth over 
Spec(/c) endowed with the trivial log structure. 
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4. Log crystalline cohomology 

Let K, k and OK be as in the Notation in the end of § 1. The étale cohomology of a 
variety over a field k with coefficients Zj or Qi (the so called Z-adic cohomology) for a 
prime I ^ p is an analogue of the singular cohomology of a topological space and satis
fies good properties such as Poincaré duality. However, if I = p, the étale cohomology 
becomes smaller. For a proper smooth variety Y over k, the crystalline cohomology 
H*RYS(Y/W) supplies this lack; It is a finitely generated W-module endowed with a 
semi-linear automorphism (called the Frobenius). 

In these notes, we are especially interested in the case that Y is the special fiber of 
a proper smooth scheme X over OK- In this case, the crystalline cohomology tensored 
with K over W is canonically isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology H£R(XK/K) of 
the generic fiber XK (Berthelot-Ogus [B083]) and it makes H^R(XK/K) an object 
of MFK{V>) (§2.2). 

In this section, we will survey the generalization of the above theory to a proper 
semi-stable scheme over OK by O. Hyodo and K. Kato [HK94]. In the semi-stable 
reduction case, the following new phenomena occur: In addition to the Frobenius 
automorphism, the crystalline cohomology is naturally endowed with a linear endo-
morphism N called the monodromy operator, which vanishes if X/OK is smooth. The 
isomorphism between the crystalline and the de Rham cohomologies depends on the 
choice of a uniformizer of K. 

In the last subsection, we also review a crystalline interpretation of the rings Bcrys, 
Bst and BdR. 

4.1. Log crystalline site. — We assume that the readers are familiar with the 
usual crystalline site ([B078], [Ber74]) and we explain how it is extended to log 
schemes. In 4.1, S denotes a general scheme and is different from £ in the Notation 
in § 1. Recall that a divided power (or PD for short) structure on an ideal J of a 
sheaf of rings A is a set of maps {7m: I —* *4}meN indexed by N = {0,1,2, . . .} 
satisfying the same properties as the operation x \-> xrn/m\ in characteristic 0 such 
as 7m(J) C I (m ^ 1), 7m(x + y) = X)0<»<m 7*0*07*1-* (2/). We often write a;M for 
7m (#) • By a PD-thickening of fine log schemes, we mean an exact closed immersion 
(X, M) (Y, N) of fine log schemes endowed with a PD structure 6 on the ideal of 
Oy defining X. We have the following generalization of PD-envelopes. 

Proposition and Definition 4.1.1 ([Kat89] Proposition (5.3)). — Let (5, / , 7) be a scheme 
S endowed with a quasi-coherent PD-ideal (/,7). Then, for any S-closed immersion 
i: (X, M) *̂->I G OX in of fine log schemes over S such that 7 extends to X, there 
exist a PD-thickening Z£>: (X,M) ^ (D,MD) over S compatible with 7 and an 
S-morphism po : (D, Mp) —» (Y, N) satisfying PD°ÌD = i and the following universal 
property: For any PD-thickening i': (X',Mr) ^ (DF\MD>) over S compatible with 
7 and any S-morphisms u: (X',M') —> (X,M), v: (D',ME») —> (Y,N) satisfying 
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vol' = i o u, there exists a unique S-PD-morphism VD ' (D', Mp') —• (D, M&) such 
that pe> o VD — v and VD ° if = iu ° u. We call (D,MD) the PD-envelope of i 
compatible with 7. 

If i admits a factorization (X, M) (Y',N') —• (Y,N) with j an exact closed 
immersion and k etale, then the PD-envelope of i is the PD-envelope of X ^ Y' 
endowed with the inverse image of N'. In the general case, we take such a factorization 
etale locally on Y and glue using the universal property. 

Definition 4.1.2 ([Kat89] (5.2)). — Let (5, L, / , 7) be a fine log scheme (5, L) with a 
quasi-coherent PD-ideal (J, 7) such that n • Os = 0 for a positive integer n and let 
(X, M) be a fine log scheme over (5, L) such that 7 extends to X. We define the crys
talline site ((X, Af)/(5,1/, / , 7))cryS (or (X/S)]?rys for short) as follows: The objects of 
the underlying category are (5, L)-PD-thickenings (i: (U,M\u) ^ (T, MT),S) com
patible with 7 of étale X-schemes U endowed with M\u, which we often abbreviate 
to ((T, MT) ,5 ) or (T, Mr). A morphism in the category is a pair of an X-morphism 
u:U' ->U and an (5,L)-PD-morphism v: (T',MT/) —> (T,MT) compatible with i's. 
We say that a morphism (u, v) is strict étale if v is étale in the underlying scheme, 
MT' = V*MT and U' C7 xT T'. We say that a family of morphisms {(^A, ^A)}AGA 

is a strict étale covering if each (u\,v\) is strict étale and \J\U\(T\) = T. We give 
the above category the topology associated to the pre-topology defined by strict étale 

coverings. 

We define the structure sheaf G{X,M)/(S,L) by T( (T , Afr), 0{x,M)/(S,L)) = T(T, GT) 
and the PD-ideal J(x,m)/(5,l) by r ( (T , Mr), J{X,M)/{S,L)) = T (T , JT), where JT de
notes the PD-ideal of Or defining U. 

As in the scheme case, the crystalline topos (X /5)^|S is functorial on both (X, M) 
and (S, L, / , 7). We have a canonical morphism of topos 

WX/5 : S)1^^ > X£t 

defined by T(U,ul°s/s^) = T((U/S)l^s,T\(U/S)LO%). 
Suppose that there exists a closed immersion i: (X, M) <—• (Y, N) over (5, L) with 

(Y, iV)/(5, L) smooth and let (D,Mr>) be the PD-envelope of i compatible with 7. 
Let JD denote the PD-ideal of OD defining X. Then, as in the scheme case, we have: 

Theorem 4.1.3 ([Kat89] Theorem (6.4)). — There exist canonical isomorphisms in 
D+(X6UZ): 

Fil1 BdR Fil1 BdR ,L) by T((T, Afr), 0{x,M)/(S,L)) = 

Ru°x%A)s = JD"] ®Ox SiY/s(\og(N/L)) (r E Z), 

Here, for a PD-ideal (J, 6) of a sheaf of rings A, we denote by jM (r E Z, r > 1) 
the r-th divided power of J, that is, the ideal generated by 5mi (x\) • • • Sma(xs), 
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(xi, ...,x8 G J, mi, . . . ,ms > 0, mi H h ms > r). We set JlrJ = A for r Ç Z, 
r € 0. 

We also have the following invariance property. 

Theorem 4.1.4 (cf. [Ber74] III Theoreme 2.3.4). — With the notation in Definition 
4.1.2, let J be a PD-subideal of I (i.e. 7m(J) C J for all m > 1) and let (Xf,Mf) be 
the reduction mod J of (X, M). Then the natural homomorphism 

Hm((X/S№ys>Ox/s) —* Hm((X'/S)^ys,Oxl/s) 

is an isomorphism for any inteaer m ^ 0. 

4.2. Log crystalline cohomology. — Let K, OK, k, (S,N) and (s,Ns) be as in 
the Notation in the end of § 1. We will define a crystalline cohomology of a smooth 
fine log scheme (Y, My) over (s, Ns) whose underlying scheme Y is proper over s. See 
[HK94] § 3 and [Tsu99] § 4.2, § 4.3, § 4.4 for details. 

Let N® denote the log structure on Spec(Wn) associated to the pre-log structure 
T(s,Ns) —• k Wn, where [ ] denotes the Teichmiiller representative. Note that if 
we denote by W the image of TT G T(S,N) in T(s,Ns)1 we have T(s,Ns) = k* x 7fN 
and the image of TT in fc'is 0. We have Ns = iVf and r(Spec(Wn), 7V£) = W* x TTn. 
The multiplication by p on T(s,Ns) and the Frobenius a of Wn induce a lifting of 
Frobenius F on (Spec(Wn),N®). (The absolute Frobenius F(X)M) of a log scheme 
(X, M) over Fp is the absolute Frobenius FX of X with FX1(M) ^ M M). 

Remark 4.2.1. — If we endow Spec(VF) with the log structure defined by its closed 
point, then its reduction mod pn (n ^ 2) does not have a lifting of Frobenius because 
a(p) = p but p should be sent to pP • u (u G 1 + pWn) in the log structure. 

Let 7 be the PD-structure on pWn defined by 7m(a mod pn) = a™/ml mod pn 
(a G W). Then, for (Y, My) as above, the crystalline cohomology 

AC := Hm(((Y,MY)/(Wn,NZ,PWnn))crys,0{Y,MY)/{Wn,No)] 

is a finitely generated Wn-module endowed with a semi-linear endomorphism ip 
induced by the absolute Frobenius of (Y, My) and the lifting of Frobenius F on 
(Spec(VTn),7V£). We set 

M™:=limM™ and Dm :=KQ®WM™. 

Then M™ and Dm are finitely generated over W and i£o respectively. If (Y, My) is 
of Cartier type ([Kat89] Definition (4.8)) over (s,Na), (p on Dm is bijective ([HK94] 
§3). (The condition "of Cartier type" is necessary for the Cartier isomorphism 
W(NY/s(\og(MY/Ns)) 9* NqY/s(\og(My/Ns)) [Kat89] Theorem (4.12) (1).) 

M™ is endowed with a kind of HPD-stratification with respect to 

(Spec(Wn),NZ)/Wn 
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as follows: Let (Dn,MDn) be the PD-envelope of (Spec(Wn),N%) in the fiber prod
uct of two copies of (Spec(Wn), N%) over Wn, let pi, p2 denote the two projections 
(Dn,MDn) =t (Spec(Wn),iV°), and let v be the unique element of T(Dn,l + JD J 
such that v - p2(7f) = P*(ñ) in T(Dn,MDn)> Then T(.Dn, 0£>N) is a PD-polynomial 
ring over Wn with its indeterminate v — 1, and MI™ has an "HPD-stratification ": 

e: pîM™ ^ A C ( 1 ) ^ i»C(= ©<>0AC ' (*> - 1)W), 

where M™(1) = //m((F,My)/(£>„,MD„,Ker(0DN - fc), [ }),0{YMY)/(DnMDn)). 
We define the monodromy operator N: M™ —> M™ by iV(a:) = the coefficient of 

(v - 1) in e(pî(x)). The lifting of Frobenius on (Spec(Wn),N%) induces that on 
(Dn,MDn) and e becomes compatible with the Frobenius endomorphisms. Hence, 
from <p(v — 1) = vp — 1 = p(v — l)-f (a term of degree ^ 2 in (v — 1)) , we obtain 

Nip = py?JV. 

4.3. Comparison with de Rham cohomology. — In § 4.3, we consider a smooth 
fine log scheme (X, M) over (5 , iV) whose underlying scheme is proper over S. Let 
(Y, My) be the special fiber (X, M) *(s,N) (S,NS). We assume that (Y, My) is of 
Cartier type over (s,Ns) ([Kat89] Definition (4 .8)) . A proper scheme X over S 
with semi-stable reduction endowed with the log structure defined by the special 
fiber (Example 3.1.1) satisfies this condition (Example 3.2.4, [Kat89] Remark after 
Definition (4 .8)) . 

We define the crystalline cohomology H™ys((X, M)) of (X, M) to be the crystalline 
cohomology D171 of (Y, My) defined in § 4.2, which is a KQ-vector space of finite dimen
sion endowed with a cr-semilinear automorphism ip and a î o-linear endomorphism N 
satisfying Nip = pipN. 

We define the de Rham cohomology H^((XK, MK)/fK) of the generic fiber 
(XK,MK) := (X,M) x(s.m Spec(K) to be 

H™(XK,ttXK/K(\og(MK))) 

= QP ®zplm#m((I G OX inI G OX i n ( * n , M n ) / ( S n , i ^ , L ) by T((T,I G OX in A 
n 

which is a K-vector space of finite dimension. We write D™R for H^((XK, MK)/K) 
to simplify the notation in the following. 

Theorem 4.3.1 ([HK94] Theorem (5.1), cf. [Tsu99] § 4.4). — There exists a canonical 
isomorphism devendina on the choice of the uniformizer TT of K: 

,L) by T((T, Afr), 0ww{x,M)/(S,LW)) = 

functorial on X and compatible with the cup products. For another choice of the 
uniformizer TT' , we have 

Pn> = PIT O exp(log(7T/7T *) • (1K <g> N)). 
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In the rest of § 4.3, we will explain how to construct the map pn. We introduce an 
intermediate crystalline cohomology T>m as follows. 

Let C(T) denote the log structure on Spec(Wn[T]) defined by the divisor {T = 0} 
and let iEn^\ (Sn,Nn) ̂  (En,MEn) be the PD-envelope compatible with (pWn,y) 
(see §4.1) of the exact closed immersion (Sn,Nn) ̂  (Spec(Wn[T]), C(T)) defined by 
T 7r. The scheme En is explicitly written as 

Spec(W[T,rme/m! (m ^ 1)] ®w Wn) 

where e = [K : KQ\. We have another exact closed immersion 

iE„.o: (Spec(Wn),N°) (En,MEn) 

defined by Tme/m! \-+ 0 (m > 1) and T i-> 7f in the log structure. The liftings of 
Frobenius on (Spec(VFn[T]), £(T)) defined by T^TP and a: Wn VFn induces the 
lifting of Frobenius FEn on (En,MEn) compatible with the canonical PD-structure 6 
on := Ker(OEn —> ^5i)- The exact closed immersion iEn,o is compatible with 
the liftings of Frobenius. 

We define the intermediate cohomology Pm by 

M™ := #m(((Xn, Mn)/(£n, Afen, J^n, J))crys, 0XN/£;N) 

* i/m(((Xx, Mi)/(£n, M ^ , JSn, 5))crys, 0Xl/sn), 
,L) by T((T, Afr), 0{x,M)/(S, 
,L) by T((T, Afr), 0{x,M)/(S,L 

By the base changes iEno and ^ we obtain two homomorphisms 

M™ := #m(((X Mn)/(£n, Af 
M™ := #m(((Xn, Mn)/(£n, 

The absolute Frobenius of (Xi,Mi) and FEn induces an endomorphism <p on Vm 
and pr0 is compatible with (p. 

M™ is endowed with an HPD-stratification with respect to (Sn,Nn) <^-> 
(Spec(Wn[T]),£(T))/Wn as follows: Let (En(i),MEn(1)) be the PD-envelope of 
(Sn, Nn) in the fiber product of two copies of (Spec(Wn[T]), C(T)) over Wn, let pi, P2 
denote the two projections (En(l), MEn^) =4 (En, MEn), and let u denote the unique 
element of r(£n(l),l + JEn(1)) such that u • p$(T) = p\(T) in T(En(l),MEn{1)). 
Then T(En(l), 0En(i)) is a PD-polynomial ring over T(En, 0En) with its indeter
minate u — 1 for either of the two T(En, C^^-algebra structures, and M™ has an 
HPD-stratification: 

e: P\M™ ^ M™{1) ^ V\M™{= e^oAC • (« - 1)W), 

where A C ( 1 ) = #m((*n,M„)/(£n(l),MEn(1), JB„, J),e>xn/Ên(i)). 
We define the monodromy operator N on M™ by N(x) = the coefficient of (u — 1) 

in e(pï(x)). As in the case of M™, we see N<p = p<pN on M™. The projection pr0 is 
compatible with N, that is, pr0AT = ATpr0. 
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Proposition 4.3.2 ([HK94] Lemma (5.2), [Tsu99] Propositions 4.4.6,4.4.9) 
There exists a unique KQ-linear section s o/pr0 compatible with (p. The section s 

is functorial on X and compatible with N and the cup products. It also induces an 
isomorphism 

RE ®w Dm ^ Pm, 

where RE = lim T(En,0^). 
i n 

The isomorphism pn is the If-linearization of pr^ o s. 

4.4. Crystalline interpretation of Bcrys, Bst and BdR* — We will give a crys
talline interpretation of the rings Bcrys, Bst and BdR. We define Bm((5, N)/W, j ' r ' ) 
(m ^ 0, r ^ 0) to be 

lim 
n 

^ ^ ( ( ( S ^ N ^ A W n . p W n ^ ) ) ^ , ^ , ^ ) / ^ ) ) . 
K' 

where Wn is endowed with the trivial log structure, K' ranges over all finite extensions 
of K contained in K and (S',N') denotes the scheme Spec(OK') endowed with the 
log structure defined by the closed point. The crystalline cohomology over the base 
(5, N) or (E, ME) appearing below is defined similarly. See § 4.3 for the definition of 
(En,MEn). 

By functoriality, the absolute Frobenius of (S[,N{) and the Frobenii of Wn 
and (EN,MEN) induce the Frobenius endomorphisms ip on Hm((S,N)/W) and 
Hm((S,N)/(E, ME)). Hm((S,N)/(E1 ME)) is naturally endowed with a monodromy 
operator N satisfying Nip = pipN in the same way as Hm((XN,Mn)/(EN,MEN)) in 
§ 4.3 ([Tsu99] § 4.3). We will denote by the operation Qp0zp by the subscript Qp. 

Proposition 4.4.1 ([Fon83] § 3, [Kat94a] § 3, [Tsu99] § 1.6, § 4.6) 
(1) There exist canonical Gx-equivariant isomorphisms: 

B+ys^H°((S,N)/W)Qp, 

B+ * (H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Qp)N-nil*>, 

B+R - hm(H°((S,N)/(S, N), O/JW)QP; 

Fif £dR = \im(H°((S,N)/(S,N), J[r]/J[s])Qp) (reZ,r> 0), 
S 

where B+ys and B*t are as in § 2.3 and N-nilp denotes the part where N is nilpotent. 
The first (resp. the last) isomorphism is compatible with ip (resp. ip and N). Further
more the pull-backs by (EniMEn) —• Spec(Wn) and iEn,ir' (Sn,Nn) <—> (En,MEn) in 
the RHS correspond to the injections B+ys ^ B^ and ¿7r: B^ ^ B^R associated to 
TT (see § 2.3 and Remark 2.1.3 (2)). 

(2) The_cohomologies Hm((S,N)/W), Hm((S,N)/(S,N),jW/j№) (s > r > 0) 
and Hm((S,N)/(E,ME)) vanish ifm>0. 
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5. Syntomic complex 

In this section, we will survey the definition of the syntomic complexes and their 
properties proven in [Tsu99] § 2. 

Syntomic cohomology was first introduced by J.-M. Fontaine and W. Messing as 
an intermediate cohomology in their proof of Ccrys (=Cst in the good reduction case) 
in [FM87]. We will explain their idea briefly. Assume K = K0, let X be a proper 
smooth scheme over W, and suppose that Ccrys is true for X. Then we have the 
following exact sequence for r > m ([FM87] III 2.4. Proposition and the following 
remark): 

0 — H%(Xjr,Qp{r)) —+ I G OX Filr(B+ ®w HSJX/W)) 
x<<< 

•B+ ®I G w w H ™ ( X / W ) - + 0 . 

See § 2.3 for the definition of B+ys. Furthermore, the right two terms are isomorphic 
to Qp <g>Zp H™ys(X/W, jM) and Qp ®zp H™ys(X/W) respectively (Kunneth formula 
[FM87] III 1.5. Proposition, cf. the crystalline interpretation of B+ys in Proposition 
4.4.1), where X = X <S)oK 0~K- Hence we have a quasi-isomorphism: 

(5.0.1) H?t(Xw,Qp)(r) I G OX iX i n Q P ^ H ^ ( X / W , j H ) ± ^ Q p < ^ H ^ ( X / W ) ] 

Fontaine and Messing considered the RHS of s(5.0.1) syntomic (= flat and locally 
complete intersection) locally on X and constructed sheaves 5£ (n ^ 1, r ^ 0) on the 
syntomic site of Xs := X <g> Z/psZ (s ^ n + r), which we can regard as an analogue of 
Z/pnZ(r) in characteristic p. The syntomic cohomology Hrn(X,S7n) is defined to be 
Hm(Xs^yni S£) (s > n + r). Then Fontaine and Messing constructed canonical maps 

(5.0.2) M<<™ := #m<(((Xn, Mn)/(£nw<<, A 
w<< #m(((Xn, Mn)/(£n, Afen, J<<<<^n 

and proved Ccrys in the case dim(Xx) < P and K = Ko (see the beginning of § 7). 
In [Kat87], [Kur87], K. Kato and M. Kurihara proved that the above maps are 

isomorphisms if m ^ r ^ p — 2 without assuming K = KQ, from which K. Kato 
and W. Messing derived Ccrys in the case dim(X^) ^ (p — 2)/2 ([KM92], see the 
beginning of §7). In [Kat94a], K. Kato extended these results to the semi-stable 
reduction case. In their proof, Kato and Kurihara used an etale localization of the 
RHS of (5.0.1): syntomic complexes (not sheaves) Sn(r) (s^g(r) in the semi-stable 
reduction case) (r ^ p— 1) whose etale cohomology gives the syntomic cohomology; it 
is defined explicitly in terms of certain de Rham complexes (see § 5.2). They compared 
syntomic complexes with p-adic nearby cycles based on the calculation of the latter 
by Bloch-Kato [BK86] (in the good reduction case) and O. Hyodo [Hyo88] (in the 
semi-stable reduction case). 

If r ^ p — 1, unfortunately, the homomorphism (5.0.2) with m ^ r does not seem 
to be an isomorphism in general. In fact, the sheaves for r ^ p are defined in 
an adhoc manner compared to the case r < p — 1. However, if we allow kernels 
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and cokernels with exponents bounded when n varies, we can remove the restriction 
r < p — 2 ([Tsu99] § 2, § 3). We will survey it in § 5 and § 6. We will introduce two 
complexes of etale sheaves <S~(r) and S'n(r). The first one is canonical but different 
from 5^g(r) (defined by K. Kato) when r ^ p — 1. The second one coincides with 
sng(r) when r ^ p — 1 but depends on some choices when r ^ p. There is a canonical 
morphism <S~(r) —• S'n(r) quasi-isomorphic "up to bounded torsion". The complex 
<S~(r) is used to prove an invariance (up to bounded torsion) of W9(<S~(r)) (q ^ r) 
under Tate twists (§ 5.2) and the complex S'n(r) is used to compare Hq(S'n(q)) with 
the corresponding p-adic vanishing cycles (§ 5.4, § 6.1, § 6.3). We can also define the 
syntomic cohomology and the morphism (5.0.2) in the semi-stable reduction case by 
generalizing the method of Fontaine-Messing [FM87] (see [Bre98b], [Tsu98], [BM]), 
but we won't treat that approach in these notes. 

5.1. The complexes <S~(r). — Let (X, M) be a fine log scheme over W whose 
underlying scheme X is of finite type over W and let (Xn, Mn) denote (X, M)(g)Z/pnZ. 
For r G Z, r ^ 0, we will define the object 5~(r)(x,M) of D^((X1)6t,Z/pnZ) such 
that there exists a canonical distinguished triangle 

-* «S~(r)(X,M) > Ru(XniMn)/Wn^xn,Mn)/Wn 
pr-<p 

• Ru(XniMn)/WN*0(XniMn)/Wn-

Here Ufv M ww denotes the morphism of topos 

* «S~(r)(X,M) > Ru(XniMn)/Wn^xn,Mn)/Ru(XniMn)/WN*0(Xnc<<<iMn)/Wn-Wn 

and Spec(Wn) is endowed with the trivial log structure. Note that we cannot take 
the mapping fiber in a derived category. 

First assume that there is a closed immersion i of (X, M) into a smooth fine log 
scheme (Z, Mz) over W endowed with a compatible system of liftings of Frobenius 
{FZn}n^i on (Zn,MZn) := (Z,MZ) ®Z/pnZ (which exists if Z is affine). Set u)qZn := 
Qqz iW (log(Mzn)) (q > 0) to simplify the notation. In this case, noting Theorem 
4.1.3, we define the syntomic complex 5~(r)(x,M),(z,Mz) to De the mapping fiber of 

JDn '] ®oZn uZnRu(XniMn)/W &Dn ®oZn uZn 

where (£>n, Mjr>n) denotes the PD-envelope of i 0 Z/pnZ compatible with 7 and j£>n 
is the PD-ideal Ker(0n —» OxJ- Its degree (/-part is 

(4:9] ®oZn « u © ®oZn u o 

and its differential map is given by 

d(z, 2/) = (dx, (pr - <p)(x) - dy) 

for x G Jpn ^ <8>e>Zn cĵ n and y G 0£>n ®e>Zn ^Zn*- We define a product 

(5.1.1) <S~(r)(x,M),(Z,Mz) ® 5n(r,)(X,M),(Z,Mz) » 5n (r + r')(X,M),(Z,Mz) 
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by 
(x,y) ® (x\y') i—> (a; Ax', (-l)qprx Ay' + yA ipss(<<< 
(x,y) ® (x\y') i—> (a; Ax', (-l)qprx Ay' + yA ipss(<<< 
(x,y) ® (x\y') i—> (a; Ax', (-l)qprx Ay' + yA ipssw<<<( 

and a symbol map 

(5.1.2) M « P ^ S ~ ( 1 W m ) , ( z , m Z ) [ 1 ] 

in ^( (XOft .Z) by 

M«P[-1 ] ^ [1 + -fo„ — M|P] — <S~(1)№M),(^MZ), 

where the first quasi-isomorphism is induced by Mf,p / ( 1 + Jd„) M|p and the 
second morphism is defined by log: 1 + Jn —> JDU and 

Ru(XniMRu(XniMn)/WN*0W< 
M«P[-1] ^ [1 + -fo„ — M|P] — fff 

a i—• (dlog(a),log(ap^Dn(a) *)) 

We can also define a homomorphism 

(5.1.3) V>P"(OXN) > W°(5~(l)(x,Af),(Z,Mz)) 

by s i—• l o g ^ " ) , where £ denotes a lifting of £ in 0*D . Note G 1 + JDU since 
e*" = 1. 

We define S~(r){x,M) to be the ima6e of Sn (0(x,m),(z,mz) in ^+(№)et, Z/>nZ), 
which is independent of the choice of z and {jFzn} up to canonical isomorphisms 
([Tsu99] §2.1). 

In the general case, we take an etale hypercovering X of X and a closed immersion 
of (X',M\x) into a smooth fine simplicial log scheme (Z',Mz-) over W with a com
patible system of liftings of Frobenius {Fzn } and "glue" the above complex associated 
to each component of the simplicial log schemes using cohomological descent. They 
still have a product structure and a symbol map. See [Tsu99] § 2.1 for details. 

Let (X, M) be a fine log scheme over (5, N) whose underlying scheme is of finite 
type over OK and let Y denote X ®oK k. For r € Z, r ^ 0, we define Sn(r)(x,M) ^ 
D+(y^t,Z/pnZ) to be the "inductive limit" of 5n (r)(X',M')lY6t> where K' ranges over 
all finite extensions of K contained in K, (Sf,Nf) is the scheme Spec(OK') with 
the log structure defined by the closed point, and (X;, M') = (X, M) X(S,N) (Sf, N'). 
Precisely speaking, since we cannot take the inductive limit in the derived category, we 
choose a compatible system {(S',Nf) (V, My/), {Fy^}}K' of a closed immersion 
of (£', N') into a smooth fine log scheme (V7, My) over W with liftings of Frobenius 
{Fy^} of its reduction mod pn, and use the compatible system 

{(X-,M\X.) x{StN) (S\N') - (Z-,MZ-) xw (V',Mv,),{FZn x FV,}}K, 

to describe 5^(r)(x',M') as explicit complexes. Here X and (Z',Mz-) is the same 
as in the above definition of <S~(rW M\ in the general case. See [Tsu99l S 2.1 for 
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details. We define the syntomic cohomology HM((X, M ) , SQP) to be 

Qp®ZplimFî?(y,5~(r)(W) 
n 

5.2. The complexes S'n(r). — Next let us define another complex S'n(r) (r G Z, 

r ^ 0). Roughly speaking, we replace pr — (p by 1 — "(p/pr" in the definition of <S~(r). 

Let (X, M ) be a fine log scheme over W whose underlying scheme X is of finite 

type over W. We assume that X is flat over W and that there exists an exact closed 

immersion i of (X, M) into a smooth fine log scheme (Z, M^) over W endowed with a 

compatible system of liftings of Frobenius {Fzn} of (Zn, Mzn) satisfying the following 

conditions: i is a regular closed immersion in the underlying scheme (EGA IV Defini

tion (16.9.2)) and there exist global sections T i , . . . , Td of Mz such that FZn (T*) = Tf 

(1 ^ i ^ d) and dlog(Ti) (1 ^ i ^ d) form a basis of w\ := fi^(logMz). (Any smooth 

fine log scheme (X, M) over (£, AT) satisfies this assumption etale locally on X . See 

after the statement of Theorem 5.3.2.) Choose such i and {Fzn}. Let (Dn,Mjr>n) 
be the PD-envelope of i 0 Z/pnZ compatible with (pWn, 7) and Jon be the PD-ideal 

Ker(ODn —* £*xn). Then, using the assumptions, we can verify: 

Lemma 5.2.1 (cf. [Kat87] I Lemma (1.3)). — The sheaves 0Dn and J ] £ (r G Z) are 

/?a£ over Z/pnZ and the canonical homomorphisms ODn+1 0 Z/pnZ —^Oun and 

jj^l+i 0 Z/pnZ —> j j ^ are isomorphisms. 

On the other hand, we have 

Lemma 5.2.2 (cf. [Kat87] I Lemma (1.3)). — For any integer 0 ^ r < p — 1, we /iaue 
(x,y) ® (x\y') i—> (a; Ax', (-l)qprx Ay' + yA ip(a>)) 

Proo/. — For any x G JDU, <£>(X) is described as xp+p-y (y G Oon) and </?(x^) = p'5' • 

((p-l)\xM+y)s for s > 1. Hence the lemma follows frompM(= ps/s!) G pinf{s'p_1}Zp 

( O l ) . • 

Hence, for 0 ^ r < p — 1, we can define : j j ^ —> Oon by <^r(x) = 2/ mod pn, 

where x is a lifting of x in and (p(x) = pry, y G ODn+r> For r ^ p, y ? ( J ^ ) $2 
prODn in general and we use the modification 

J[Z ••= i4]n+r I ¥>(*) e P r 0 D „ + J / p " (r e z , r > 0) 

Note j j ^ ' = J$n (0 ^ r ^ p - 1). Using Lemma 5.2.1, we can verify that j j ^ ' is 

flat over Z/pnZ and(x,y) ® (x\y') 0 Z/pnZ j j j ([Tsu99] § 2.1). Hence, we can define 

¥r •x<<;:̂ ùù-*ODw similarly as above. For r < 0, we set cpr = p~r<p. 

Since (p(wzn) C p • u;^n (because ^ ( u ; ^ ) = 0 by y?(dlog(6)) = dlog(op) = p • 

dlog(o) = 0,6 G M z J and cj|n is flat over Z/pnZ, we can define the Frobenius 

"divided by p9": <pq: cj|n —» uqZn similarly. 
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We define S'n(r)(X,M),{z,Mz) t° be the mapping fiber of 

l-tp r 1̂  
JDn ®Ozn UZn > 0Dn ®Gzn LOZn, 

where ipr = <pr-q ® <pq in degree q. The existence of Ti,...,Td in the as
sumptions is used here to make J^-9'' ®oZn uz (<7 ^ 0) a complex. (For 
x E dss 

Dn+r 
if we set V(x) T,I<I<DXIDL0Z(TI) (XI G 3 

AR-IH then we have 
V(y>(x)) = ¥>(V(z)) = E i ^ d ^ i ) pdlog(Ti). Hence (p(x) G prC/£>n+r implies 
wwxxw £prODn+r i.e. V{Xi)epr-lODn+T.) 

The "multiplication by pr" 
M«P[-X<<<1] ^ [1 + -fo„ — M|P] — <S~(1)№M),(^MZ 

and the identity on Oon ®oz wz defines a morphism of complexes 

(5.2.3) $n (r)(x,M),(z,Mz) —> S'n{r){X,M),(Z,Mz) 
whose kernel and cokernel are killed by pr. 

We can define a product S'n(r) ® S'n(r1) —> S'n(r + r') and a symbol map M^_x —> 
<S (̂1)[1] similarly as <S~(r) in such a way that the following diagrams commute 
([Tsu99l §2.1). 

S~{r)®S~{r>) 

S'n{r)®S'n{r>) 

Sn(r + r') 

S'n(r + r') 

cw<< 

xx,n^mù 

symbol 

p-symbo 

m^ùù$$vx 

S'n{l)[l\-

5.3. Invariance of W9(S~(r)pjr ̂ ) (g ^ r) under Tate twists. — Let 
(X,M) be a smooth fine log scheme over (S,N) whose special fiber (Y, My) := 
(X, M) *(s,N) (S,NS) is of Cartier type over (s,Ns). Choose a generator t = 
(̂ n)n̂ o G ZP(1)(0^) = lim^ jivn(O-js). Let tn denote the image of t under 
ZP(1)(0^) —> /ipn(O^) —> if°(X,<S~(l)). See (5.1.3) for the second homomorphism. 
Then from the product structure of (R)(X M) ' we obtain a homomorphism 

(5.3.1) W 9 ( ^ ( « ) ( X , M ) ) — » ^(5~(R)(XJS7)) ; A >-> XWW • « 

for 0 ^ q ̂  r. 

Theorem 5.3.2 ([Tsu99] Theorem 2.3.2). — For an?/ integers r and q such that 0 < q ^ 
r, £/ierexw<< a positive integer N depending only on p, r and q such that the kernel 
and the cokernel of the homomorphism (5.3.1) are killed by pN for every n ^ 1. 

We will explain an outline of the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. Let C(T) denote the 
log structure on Spec(W[T]) defined by the divisor {T = 0} and let is denote the 
exact closed immersion of (5, N) into (Spec(W[T]),£(T)) defined by T t-> n. Recall 
that the PD-envelope of the reduction mod pn of is is denoted by (En,MEn) in 
§ 4.2. (Spec(Wr[T]), £(T)) and hence (En, MEn) have liftings of Frobenius defined by 
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T \-+Tp and a: W —> W. Since the question is étale local on X, we may assume that 
there exist a Cartesian diagram 

(X,M)-

f 

(S,N) 

i 

is 

x<<;:^ùùùù 

9 

(Spec(W[T]),C(T)) 

such that g is smooth, a compatible system of liftings of Frobenius {Fzn} of (Zn, Mzn) 
compatible with the lifting of Frobenius of (Spec(W[T]),£(T)), and Ti,...,Td G 
r(Z,Mz) such that F£n(Ti) = Tf (1 < i < d) and dlog(T<) (1 ^ i < d) form 
a basis of QZ/W^(log(Mz / C(T))) (use Theorem 3.2.3). Choose such a diagram, 
{ F z j a n d l i . 

Choose a compatible system s = (sn)n^o of pn-th roots of TT in and 
we regard ACTys as a W[T]-algebra by the homomorphism p: W[T] —> Acrys; 

»—> [(sn niodp)n^o]- Note that p is not Galois invariant. Set ^zn/wn[T] := 
Q,Zn ,wrTJlog(Mzn/£(T))) to simplify the notation. 

Proposition 5.3.3 ([Tsu99] Lemma 2.3.4). — With the above notation, there exists an 
isomorphism in D+(Y^t,Z/pnZ): 

Sn(r)(XM) 

= fiber(pr -cp®ip: FiF ' ,4crys ®w[t] u'zn/wn[T\ -* ̂ crys ®w[t] ^zn/wn[T}) 

depending on the choice ofTi (1 ^ i ^ d) and (sn)n^o, which is not GK-equivariant. 
Furthermore the multiplication by tn on the LHS corresponds to the multiplication by 
t G ZJl)(OJR) C Fil1 Acrvs on the RHS. 

Idea of a proof — First there is a canonical distinguished triangle in D+lY^t, Wn): 

Ru log 
X n ̂ $ù Pxn/wn Ru x<< 

Xn <<n,; °X /E„ ' 
N 

Ri log 
Xn 'En* °Xn/En-

Set Pn := H^og_crys(Sn/En,Osn/En)(= RTlog.CTys(Sn/En,OsN/EJ). This is an 
REn(:= T(En, 0En))-PD-algebra endowed with a monodromy operator Npn : Pn —> 
Pn (cf. § 4.4). Then we have a Kiinneth formula 

Ru loer 
Xn/En* .OX. w<< = Pn ®LREn Ru^n/E^0Xn/En <* Pn ®Wn[T] uZn/Wn[T]. 

Using Ti (1 ^ i < d), we can define a monodromy operator N: w'Zn/wn[T\ ~^ 
uz jw [Tj as Wn[T]-modules in such a way that the endomorphism N in the above 
distinguished triangle is realized as the morphism of complexes Npn 0 1 + 1 0 N. 
Using the monodromy operator N on ^Zn/Wn^ and the PD-structure on Pn, we 
can change the natural Wn[T]-algebra structure of Pn to a: Wn[T] Acrys/pn = 
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H?og_CTys(Sn/Wn) —> Pn. Then the monodromy operator Npn (g) 1 + 1 0 N is replaced 
by Npn (g) 1 because a(Wn[T]) C Pn=0- Hence, from the exact sequence 

0 >• Acrys/p Acrys > Pn >• Pn >• 0 

(compare with the above distinguished triangle) and the above distinguished triangle, 
we obtain 

(*) RULF,wn*°xn/wn = 0 W p n ) ®Wn[T] uZn/wniT\-

Strictly speaking, we need to describe Ru1^ ̂ w ^ O j ^ ^ etc. as explicit complexes 
and construct the relevant maps (especially (*)) as morphisms of complexes. Of 
course, we also need the filtered version. • 

We define the filtration Y\\rp Acrys (r G Z) on ACTys by 

Filp Acrys := {a G Filr Acrys \ <p(a) G prAcrys} 

for r ^ 0 and Fil£ Acrys = Acrys (r < 0) (cf. § 5.2). We have Fil£ Acrys = FiT Acrys if 
r < p— 1 and pr(Filr Acrys/ Fill" Acrys) = 0 (r > 0). Hence we may study the mapping 
fiber of 

l-ipr: Filp 4̂crys ®v̂ [T] ^zn/wn[T] —> ̂ crys ®W[T] ẑn/wn[T]> 

which we denote by Cn(r), instead of the RHS of the isomorphism in Proposition 
5.3.3. Here <pr vv cw 

pr-q w<< in degree q. 
We define the filtration I^Acry8 on Acrys by 

I[s]Acrys := {x G Acrys I (pn(x) G Fil5 Acrys for all n > 0}. 

We also denote by the induced filtration on Fill Acrys. 

Lemma 5.3.4 ([Fon94a] § 5.2, cf. [Tsu99] Corollary A3.2). t? * G P-Acrys* 

For an integer n ^ 0, we set ^n> = ^(tP-Vp)[a](= *n/(Pafl!)) ^ ĉrys where 
n = (p - l)a + 6 (a, 6 G Z,0 ^ 6 < p - 1). We verify easily ^r> G i[rUcrys. Let R 
and 0: W(i2) —» Oc be as in § 2.3 and let £ be a generator of Ker(0) (cf. Proposition 
2.3.1). We see easily £r~s • № G №(FHrp Acrys) (0 ^ s ^ r). Set TT£ := [(en 
mod p)n^o] — 1 G VF(i?), where (sn)n^o is as in the beginning of this subsection. 

Proposition 5.3.5 ([Fon94a] 5.3.1 Proposition, 5.3.6 Proposition ii), [Tsu99] § 1.2, A3) 
(1) For any integer r ^ 0, we have 

1 -̂ crys — 
x<< 

ant^ << G W(R),an converges p-adically to C 

(2) For any integer s ^ 0, there exists an isomorphism: 

W(R)/TT£W(R) ^ grf Acrys<<; x ^ x •ww< 
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(3) For any integers 0 ^ s < r, 

W{R)l<p-\*e)W(R) ^ grf (Fill Acrys)-x - x • C~s ' t{s} 

and for any integers s ^ r > 0, I^Acrys = /^(FiF Acrys). 

Let I^Cn(r) be the filtration on Cn(r) induced by the filtration on Fil^-9 Acrys 
and Acrys- Then, by Proposition 5.3.5 (2), (3), we see that, for any integers s and r, 
the complexes grf Cn(r) and grf+r Cn(r+ r') (r; ^ 0) become isomorphic to the same 
complex and the multiplication by t^r } from the former to the latter is given by the 
multiplication by a G Zp defined by t^ • t^r * = a • t^s+r K Hence it suffices to prove: 

Lemma 5.3.6 ([Tsu99] Lemma 2.3.19) 
(1) W«(/WCn(r)) = 0 (s > r - q + 1). 
(2) H<<mH&8rCn(r))=Oifs<r-q. 

Sketch of a proof — We are reduced to the case n = 1 easily. Then the morphism 

1 - <pr : 7[s](Fiir ' ACrys ®w[T\ uZl/k[T]) —• I[s](Acrys ®W[T\ vZl/k[T]) 

becomes the identity maps in degree q > r — s + 1, which implies (1). Next consider 
grf of the above morphism. Then, in degree q < r — s — 1, the LHS is isomorphic to 
(W(R)/ip~1(ire)W(R)) ®w[T] UJz1/k[T] w*tn zero differentials, the RHS is isomorphic 
to (W(R)/ireW(R)) ®w[T] Ẑi/fcfT] an(* tne morphism becomes <£> 0 y>/Pq- Hence, 
using the Cartier isomorphism (here we use the assumption that (Y, My) is of Cartier 
type over (s,N3)), we see that grf of 1 — (pr induces an isomorphism (resp. injective 
homomorphism) between Hq iiq ^ r — s — 2 (resp. q = r — s — 1), which implies (2). • 

5.4. Calculation of Hq(S[(q)). — Let (X,M) be a smooth fine log scheme over 
(S,N) whose special fiber (Y, My) := (X,M) X(S,N) {S,NS) is of Cartier type over 
(s,NS). We assume that there exist a Cartesian diagram and {Fzn} as after the 
statement of Theorem 5.3,2 and we choose such a diagram and {Fzn}. Set S'n(q) := 
S'n{q){x,M),{z,Mz) t° simplify the notation. We will define a filtration on the sheaf 
Hq(S[(q)) and give an explicit description of the associated graded quotients. 

Define the nitrations U' and V on (M|p)09 (q ̂  0) by 

[/°(M2gp)®° := (Mfp)®°, C/m+1(M|p)00 := Vm(M2gp)®° := 0 (m ^ 0), 

if 9 = 0, 

*7°Mfp := M|p, f/mM|p := 1 + 7rmOx2 (m ^ 1), 

F°M2gp := (1 + 7rOx2)M«P[-1] ̂  [1 ' ^mM|p := C/m+1M|p (m ^ 1) 

if a = 1, and 

£/m(Mgp)0(? := the image of UmMf> 0 ( M f ) ^ " 1 ) , 

^ ( M f ) ® 9 := the image of UmM?> 0 (Mf)®**"2* 0 (TT) + t/m+1(M|p)^ 
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if q ^ 2. (See [Hyo88](1.4).) Here and hereafter we denote by the same letter TT the 
image of TT G T(S, N) = OK \ {0} under the map r(5, N) —> T(X, M) and its images 
inr(Xn,Mn) (n^ 1). 

From the product structure and the symbol map, we obtain a morphism 
(MfP)®* S[(q)[q] and then (M2gp)®*M«P[-1] ^ [W< by taking W° of both sides. We 
also call this homomorphism the symbol map. We denote by { a i , . . . , aq} the image 
of ai 0 • • • 0 ag (â  G M|p) by this map. 

We define the nitrations U and V on Hq(S[(q)) (q > 0) to be the images of 
those on (Mfp)®9 defined above under the symbol map. We define gr™ and gr™ of 
Hq(S[(q)) by £/m/Vm and VM/UM+1 respectively. 

Put ujy '.= is{}og(My/Ns)) and define the subsheaves By (resp. Zy) of cjy to 
be the image of d: (Jy1 —• ujy (resp. the kernel of d: ujy —• ^y+1)- Let ĉ y log be 
the subsheaf of abelian groups of ujy generated by local sections of the form dlogai A 
dloga2 A • • • A dlogaq, where ai, • • • , ag G My. 

Proposition 5.4.1 ([Tsu99] Proposition 2.4.1, cf. [Kur87] Proposition (4.3)) 
If p = 2, assume y/^ï G Knrj where Knr is the maximal unramified extension of 

K. Let e be the absolute ramification index of K. Then the sheaf Hq(S[(q)) has the 
following structure : 

;i) u°w(s[(q)) = w(suq)). 
(2) J/m = 0, 

gr°H9(S[(q)) =w^log; {ai,-- - ,aq} dlogai A---A dlogdq 

grlHq(S[(q)) =u^log; {ai,-- - ,a,_i,7r} rflogai A • • • A dlogaq-i 

(3) 7/0 < m < pe/(p- 1) andp\m, 

gryw«(5i(g))^ 
x<< 

By-1 
{1 + 7rm:r, ai, • • • , aq-i} >-> xdlogai A • • • A dlogag_i 

gY^W{S[{q)) -
U)y 

z«R2 
{1 + 7rmx, ai, • • • , ag_2, TT} i—• xd log ai A • • • A d log aQ-2 

(4) If0<m< pej (p — 1) and p | m, 

M«P[-1] ^ [1 + -fo„ — 

M|P] — <S~(1)№M),(^MZ 

c<< 

;:mù 
{1 + 7rm:r, ai, • • • , aq-i} i • xdlogai A • • • A dlogag_i 

M«P[-1] ^ [1 + -fo„ — 

^ M|P] — <S~(1)№M),(^MZ 

a-2 

; zr2 
{1 + TTmx, ai, • • • ,ag_2,7r} i—> xdlogai A • • • A d\ogaq-2 

(5) Ifm^pe/(p-l), UmW(S[{q))=0. 
Here ai,... ,og G Mfp, x G 0x2> a* are ^e images of ai in Myp, and x is the 

image of x in Oy. 
Furthermore, (1), (2), (5), and (3) and (4) /or 0 < m < e are still true when p = 2 

and \/—T ^ r̂ir-
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In degree ^ q — p + 2, Ĵ J' for r ^ p — 1 does not appear in the complex <S{(g) and 
we can prove Proposition 5.4.1 by the same method as [Kur87] if p ^ 3. If p = 2, we 
need to introduce a new and more complicated method. 

6. Syntomic complexes and p-adic nearby cycles 

Let X be a scheme of finite type with semi-stable reduction, that is, X is a regular 
scheme flat over OK and its special fiber Y is a reduced divisor with normal crossings 
on X. We endow X with the log structure M defined by the special fiber (see Example 
3.1.1). Then (X, M) is smooth over (S,N) and its special fiber (Y,My) is of Cartier 
type over (s,N8) ([Kat89] Definition (4.8)). Set X := X ®oK O/o ^ := x ®oK *, 
X^- := X <S>oK and let i and j denote the canonical morphisms i: Y —> X and 
J: X-x -> X respectively. For r G Z, r ^ 0, let Z/pnZ(r)f denote (^Zp(r))<g>Z/pnZ, 
where r = (p — l)a + 6 (a, 6 G Z, 0 ^ b ^ p — 2). There are natural products 
Z/pnZ{r)' <g> Z/pnZ(s), Z/pnZ(r + s)' (r, s^O). We will explain an outline of the 
proof of the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.0.1 ([Tsu99] § 3) 
(1) There exists a canonical GK-equivariant morphism 

SZ(r)ac3z)^VétRj6t*Z/pnZ(r)' 

in D+(Y$t, Z/pnZ) compatible with the product structures. 
(2) For any integers q, r such that 0 ^ q ^ r, there exists N ^ 0 which depends 

only on p, q and r such that the kernel and the cokernel of the homomorphism: 
Z(r)ac3z)^VétRj*Z/pnZ( Z(r)ac3z)^VétRj6t*Z 

induced by the morphism in (1) are killed by piV for every n ^ 1. 
By the proper base change theorem for etale cohomology, we obtain the following 

corollary. 

Corollary 6.0.2. — Suppose that X is proper over OK- Then, there exists a canonical 
GK-Wuivariant isomorphisms 

Hm((X,M),SL) • H?t(Xw,Qp(r) 
for 0 ^ m ^ r compatible with the product structures. 

6.1. Construction of the maps. — First we consider a smooth fine and saturated 
log scheme (X, M) over (5, N). (Here a monoid P is called saturated if it is integral 
and if, for any a G Pgp, an G P for some n ^ 1 implies a G P, and a log structure 
L on a scheme S is called saturated if LJ are saturated for all s G S or equivalently 
if R(U,L) are saturated for all étale 5-schemes U.) We further assume that we are 
given a closed immersion (X, M) <--> (Z, Mz) and liftings of Frobenius {Fzn } as in the 
definition of S'n(r)(x,M),(z,MZ) m § 5.2. (Such a closed immersion and {Fzn} always 
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exist etale locally on X). Let Xtriv (С Хк •= X ®ок Ю denote the locus where 
the log structure M on X is trivial, which is open dense in X. If X has semi-stable 
reduction and M is defined by its special fiber, then XtTiv is precisely the generic fiber. 
Let i and j denote the morphisms Y := X ®oK k X and Xtriv —• X respectively. 
Then we can construct canonical morphisms: 

(6.1.1) S'n(r)lx,M),(z,Mz) — i*étRjét*Z/pnZ(r)f (r G Z,r > 0) 

in the following way. See [Tsu99] § 3.1 for details. 
For an affine scheme U = Spec (A) étale over X whose special fiber is connected and 

non-empty, let Ah denote the p-adic henselization of A, which is a normal domain, 
choose an algebraic closure Frac(^) of the field of fractions Frac(A/l) of Ah, and let 
Ah denote the integral closure of Ah in the maximal unramified extension of A%riv in 
Frac(Ah), where £/£iv = Spec(^riv) ( c Spec(Ah[l/p])) denotes the locus where the 
inverse image of M on Uh := Spec(Ah) is trivial. We have Gal(Frac(^4/l)/Frac(A/l)) = 
TTiĈ triv) where we use the base point defined by Fra,c(Ah) in the RHS. Replacing O^, 

Oc and R in the definition of ̂ 4Crys (§2.3) with Ah, Ah (the p-adic completion of Ah) 
and R~^h := limFrob Ah/pAh, we obtain a ring Acrys(Ah) endowed with an action 
of 7Ti(î7triV), a lifting of Frobenius tp and a filtration Fil' Acrys(Ah). If we define 
Fill ACrys(Ah) (r G Z) in the same way as after the proof of Proposition 5.3.3, then 
we have the following exact sequences of 7Ti(L îv)-modules ([Fon94a] 5.3.6, [Tsu99] 
§1-2) : 

0 — ^ Z p ( r ) ' — • F i Ç ^ ^ * ) 1-¥>/рг Aciys{Ah) ^ 0 ( r e Z , r ) 0 ) . 

Next, for a sufficiently small U, we construct canonical resolutions 

FiÇ Actys{Ah)/Pn — FiÇ- Лгув(А^)/р" ®oZn uZn (r e Z) 

compatible with the actions of 7Ti(L îv) and the Frobenii (divided by pr) such that 
there are canonical morphisms: 

S'n(r)lx,M),(z,Mz) — i*étRjét*Z/pnZ(r)f (r G Z,r > 0) 

compatible with the Frobenii (divided by pr). Let S'n(r)u^ZiMz) denote the mapping 
fiber of 

1 - 4> 
Pr 

Fill * AcryS{Ah)/pn ®oZn uZn —+ Acrys(Ah)/pn ®0z„ w'Zn. 
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Then, regarding discrete 7ri(L^iv)-modules as etale sheaves on U{*Tiv, we obtain a series 
of morphisms in D+(Z/pnZ): 

Tét(U ®oK k,S'n(r)(x,MUz,Mz)) —^rét(^riv^nWf/,(Z,Mz)) 
^ RTét(UthrW,S^r)Uj{ZMz)) 

s<<<^ RTét(U^Z/pnZ(r)f) 

ss-s+ <<RTét(U\iij^Rj^/pnnr)f) 

* /гГét(£/,гét.г2tiгjét.Z/pnZ(r),), 

where ih and jh denote the canonical morphisms Uh ®oK k (= U ®oK —» Uh and 
U{*Tiv —> Uh. Describing the above morphisms as morphisms of explicit complexes 
(using the Godement resolutions) and varying U, we obtain (6.1.1). 

Remark. — For an algebraic closure L of Frac(A^), let GL denote the fundamental 
group of U{*Tiv with the base point Spec(L) —> U£rlv. Suppose that we are given the 
following data: for every algebraic closure L of Frac(A^), a discrete G^-module ML 
and, for every isomorphism s: L\ —• L2 over Frac(A/l), an isomorphism LS : MLX —> 
ML2 compatible with the isomorphism GLX —> GL2 induced by 5, such that tSlos2 — 
LSI OLS2 for any composable si, 52 and, for s G Gal(L/Frac(A'1)), ts is the action of the 
image of s under the canonical surjection Gal(L/Frac(A^)) —> GL- Then, if we denote 
by TL the sheaf on (U{*riv)&t associated to ML, then the isomorphism TLX —> TL2 
induced by ts for an s: Li ^ + L2 is independent of s, and hence, up to canonical 
isomorphisms, TL is independent of the choice of L. 

The resolution of Fil£ ACTy8(Ah)/pn above is constructed as follows. Let Ah be the 

image of 0: W(R-^) -* № and set U := Spec(^). Then 

A^Acrys(Ah)/w<<crys<<ww;:! 
and hence we have a PD-thickening U ^ D := Spec(Acrys(Ah)). If U is sufficiently 
small, the image of A in Ah is contained in Ah and hence there exists a canonical mor-
phism U —> U ([Tsu99] Lemma 1.5.4). Furthermore, if we denote by MJJ the inverse 
image of M on C/, MJJ lifts to a log structure M-p on D in a canonical way ([Tsu99] 
§ 1.4). Thus we obtain a PD-thickening (U,MJJ) ^ (D,Mjy) endowed with an ac
tion of 7Ti(£/£iv). Let (En,MzJ be the PD-envelope of (Un,Mjjn) in (Zn, A% ) := 

(Dn, MpJ xWn (Zn, MZn) and set :qqKer(0^n —> C^J- We define Arys(^) to 

belim T(En,0^ ) and Filr Arys(^) to be lim (En, J^l). We define Fir Arys(^) 

in the same way as Fil£ Acrys to obtain ^/pr: Fil£ ACrys(Ah) —• Arys(^). Arys(^) 

is naturally endowed with a connection V: Acrys{Ah) —• *4Crys(̂ ) ^ o ^ - ^ ^ p satis

fying the Griffiths transversality: V(Filr Arys(^)) C Fir-1 Acvys(Ah) ®o^xww^^ 

Notec4/^ = (%®C)z <4-xw 
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Next we will discuss the compatibility with the symbol maps. Prom the Kummer 

sequence 0 -> Z/pnZ(l) •̂triv 
P 

OX. 0, we obtain a symbol map 

(6.1.2) cww<< •̂triv .iStfljét.Z/pnZ(l)[l] 

and, then, using the cup products, symbol maps 

(6.1.3) (4iét*0^triv)^ — i*étRqjét*Z/pnZ(q) (<Z € Z, O 0). 

By the assumption that M is saturated, we see jét*Oxtriv = MGP ([Kat94b] The
orem (11.6), [Tsu99] Proposition 3.2.1) and hence there is a canonical surjective 

homomorphism x<<<S'n(r)lx,M),(z,Mz) — i* 

Proposition 6.1.4 ([Tsu99] Proposition 3.2.4). — The morphisms (6.1.1) is compatible 

with the product structures and the following diagrams commute: 

x<<<w 

S'n(r)lx,M),(z,Mz) 
— i*étRjét*Z/pn 

vwwxcv^ùù 

S'n(r)lx,M), 

SYMBOL 
^(1)(X,M),(Z,MZ)[1] 

[6.1.1) 

C6.1.2Ì tîtJRj6t.Z/pnZ(l)'[l], 
SYMBOL 

W<?(^(g)(x,M),(Z,Mz)) 

ft9((6.1.1)) 

(6.1.3) 
i*R<*jéuZ/pnZ(qy. 

Here note that there is a canonical homomorphism Z/pnZ(r) —• Z/pnZ(r)' for r G Z, 

r ^ 0. 
Let us return to the special situation in the beginning of this section 6. We de

fine the morphism in Theorem 6.0.1 (1) by "gluing" the composite of (6.1.1) with the 
canonical map «S~(r)(x>M),(z,Mz) K(r)(x,M),(z,Mz) (§ 5-2) ^ d taking the "induc
tive limit" with respect to finite extensions of K contained in K. When X is proper 
over OK, we define the homomorphisms 

(6.1.5) HM((X, M), S^P) — JT£(J%,Qp(r)) (r,m ^ 0) 

by multiplying p r to the homomorphisms induced by the morphism in Theorem 6.0.1 
(1) in order to make them compatible with the symbol maps (cf. the diagram in the 
end of §5.2). 

6.2. Calculation of p-adic vanishing cycles. — We will review the calculation 
of p-adic vanishing cycles by Bloch-Kato [BK86] (in the good reduction case) and by 
Hyodo [Hyo88] (in the semi-stable reduction case). 

Keep the notations and assumptions in the beginning of § 6. Let K' be any finite 
extension of K contained in K, let SF := Spec(Oj<:>), let NF denote the log structure 
on 5' defined by the closed point and set (X' ,M') := (X,M) X{S,N) (S',N'). Then 
{X1,M') is smooth over (S',NF), M' is saturated and the special fiber is of Cartier 
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type. Note that M' is trivial on the generic fiber and hence X'TRIV = X'K,. Let i' and 
j ' denote the morphisms Y' := X' ®Qk, k' - » X' and := X' ®oK, K' ~+ We 
define the filtrations U and V on (I£M'*p)®9 = ( ^ O ^ , ) ® * (cf. §6.1) and 17', 
V", gr™ and gr™ of i£tRqjf6uZ/pZ(q) in the same way as in §5.4 using the symbol 

maps (6.1.3). 

Theorem 6.2.1 (Bloch-Kato-Hyodo). — With the notation above, we have 

U0i£R"j'et*Z/pZ(q) = i%Klj'6t.Z/pZ(q) 

and gr™, grm of i£tRqj'éuZ/pZ(q) have the same description as Proposition 5.4.1 
without assuming \/—ï £ K'nr in the case p = 2. 

Historically, Theorem 6.2.1 was proven earlier than Proposition 5.4.1. 

6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.0.1 (2). — We keep the notation of §6.2. Comparing 
Theorem 6.2.1 with Proposition 5.4.1, we will prove the following theorem, from 
which we can deduce Theorem 6.0.1 (2) easily because the kernel and cokernel of 
Sn(r)(XM),(z,Mz) -> Sn(r)(x,M),(z,Mz) are killed by pr and Hq(<S~(r)(X^) (q ̂  r) 
are invariant under Tate twists up to bounded torsions (Theorem 5.3.2). We replace 
(5, N) by (S',N') and omit the prime ' from the notation (X',M')5 i' etc. 

Theorem 6.3.1 ([Tsu99] Theorem 3.3.2). — Let q be a non-negative integer and put 
m = vp(a\pa), where a is the biggest integer which is less than or equal to q/(p — 1). 
Let n > m and assume that the primitive pn-th roots of unity are contained in K. 
Assume that there exist a diagram and {Fzn} as after the statement of Theorem 5.3.2 
and choose such a diagram and {Fzn}. Set S'n(q) := S'n(q)(x,M),(z,Mz) t° simplify 
the notation. Then the seauence 

N«(S'n(q)) 
pn-Tn 

H«(S'n(q): S'n(r)lx,M),(z 
jét*Z/pnZ(r)f 

0 

is exact, the natural homomorphism 

i*étRijét*Z/pn-mZ(q] * iltR"jéuZ/pnZ{q)' 

is injective, and the homomorphism 

no(S'n(q)) + i*etR«jet*Z/pnZ(qy 

induced by (6.1.1) has a unique factorization 

W>{S'n{q)) — W(S'n_m(q)) — i¡tR"jéuZ/pn-mZ(q) • i¡tR«jét*Z/pnZ(qy. 

Furthermore the middle homomorphism in this factorization is an isomorphism. 

PM 

Proof — By Proposition 5.4.1 (1) and the exact sequence 0 —• S'N(q) —• 
SN+M(O) SM(<!) °> we see that the symbol maps (M^+1)®« Hq(S'N(q)) 
(N ^ 1) are surjective and the first claim holds. Similarly, by the assumption on 
K and by Theorem 6.2.1, we see that iltRq-ljét*Z/pnZ(q) -+ iltRq-ljéuZ/pmZ(q) 
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is surjective and the second claim is true. Now by the surjectivity of the symbol 
maps (Mj^)®9 —> Hq(S'N(q)) and Proposition 6.1.4, we obtain the factorization in 
the last claim and the middle homomorphism becomes compatible with the symbol 
maps. For the last claim, we are reduced easily to the case n = 1, in which case, it 
follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and Proposition 5.4.1. • 

7. Proof of Cst 

We will first explain the idea of Fontaine, Messing and Kato to prove Ccrys for 
a proper smooth scheme X over OK- In the case dimX^ < p — 1 and K = K$, 
using the theory of Fontaine and Laffaille on p-torsion crystalline representations, 
Fontaine and Messing proved that the de Rham cohomology H^{XK/K) with its 
filtered (̂ -module structure is admissible ([FM87] II 2.8 Remark), that is, associated 
to a crystalline p-adic representation Vm and that there exist isomorphisms ([FM87] 
III 1.6 Corollary, 2.4 Proposition) 

(7.0.1) 

Hm(X, SrQp) ^ Ker(Filr(ß+rys ®K H?R(XK/K)) B+ys ®K H%K{XK/K)) 

Vm{r) 

for 0 ^ m ^ r (cf. the beginning of § 5). Combining this with 

(7.0.2) Hm(X,SrQp)—> H?t(Xw,Qp(r)) 

induced by (5.0.2) and using Poincaré duality, they proved H^(XW,QP) ^ Vm. In 
the ramified case K ^ Ko, we don't have a good integral theory of p-torsion crystalline 
representations unless [K : Ko] x (length of filtration) ^ p — 2. Kato and Messing 
constructed only a homomorphism ([KM92]): 

(7.0.3) Hm(X, SrQp) — (Bc+rys ®Ko HZys(X)r=Pr n Fif(Bd+R ®K H?R(XK/K)). 

To prove Ccrys for dirnXx ^ (p — 2)/2, they needed the strong result of Kato and 
Kurihara for the etale cohomology side: that (7.0.2) is an isomorphism for 0 < m ^ 
r < p - 2 ([Kat87],[Kur87]). 

In [Kat94a], K. Kato generalized the latter argument to the semi-stable case, 
which we will survey below. Now we have the isomorphisms without the restriction 
r ^ p—2 (Corollary 6.0.2) and hence we can remove the restriction dim XK ^ (p—2)/2 
in [Kat94a]. 

7.1. Syntomic cohomology and étale cohomology. — Let (X, M) be a smooth 
fine log scheme over (5, N) such that X is proper over S and the special fiber (Y, My) 
is of Cartier type over (s, Ns). We further assume that MK is saturated. We construct 
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a canonical G^-equivariant homomorphisms functorial on X and compatible with the 
product structures (the semi-stable version of (7.0.3)): 

(7.1.1) Hm((X,M),SrQp/ 

— (B+ ®Ko H%ys{(X, M)))N=°"=vr n Fif(Bd+R ®K H?R((XK, MK)/K)) 

for integers r, m ^ 0 as follows. 
First recall that we have the following commutative diagram (§ 4.3): 

(Sn,JVn) x<<< (En,MBn) iEn,0 (Spec(Wn),iV°)gg 

Spec(W„) 

We define tfm((X, M)/W, jM) to be 

lim 
n 

lim ff-ys(((X;, M'n)/{Wn,pWn, 7))crys, jg;,M4)/w^gg„ 

where X ' ranges over all finite extensions of K contained in K, (Sf,N') denotes 
Spec(0JK/) with the log structure defined by the closed point and (Xf,Mf) = 
(X,M) *(s,N) (S',N'). Hm((X,M)/W) is naturally endowed with a Frobenius 
endomorphism ip and there is a natural map: 
(7.1.2] 

Hm((X,M),S^p) —>Ker(Hm((X,M)/W, J^)Qp S—^Hm{{X,M)/W)^) 

for r, ra ^ 0. Here and hereafter, we denote the operation Qp0zp simply by the 
subscript Qp. We define #m((X, Af)/(S, N), jM/jW) and Hrn((X,M)/(E,ME)) 
similarly using the base (Sn, Nn) and (En, MEn) respectively. The latter cohomology 
naturally endowed with (p and N satisfying N(p = ptpN (cf. § 4.3, § 4.4). We have the 
following Kiinneth formulas: 

Proposition 7.1.3 
(1) ([Tsu99] Proposition 4.5.4, cf. [Kat94a] the proof of Lemma (4.2)). The 

natural homomorphism: 

H°((Sn,Nn)/(En,MEn)) ®Re„ Hm((Xn,Mn)/(En,MEn)) 

-^H™((Xn,Mn)/(En,MEn)gg 

is an isomorphism for m ^ 0. 
(2) ([Tsu99] §4.7, cf. [KM92] Proposition (1.3)). The natural homomorphism 

obtained from Proposition 4.4.1: 

B+R®KH?R((XK,MK)/K) > limHm((X, M)/(S, N), 0/jl°%p 
S 
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is an isomorphism for m ^ 0 and it induces an isomorphism for r ^ 0: 

FiT(B+R ®K H?K((XK, MK)/K)) limHm((X,M)/(S,N),jW/jW)Qp. 
Sxww 

To prove (2), we need the degeneration of the Hodge spectral sequence for 
(XK)MK)/K, where we use the assumption that MK is saturated. I don't know 
whether the degeneration holds without this assumption. 

To simplify the notation, we set 

Dm := H™((X, M)), D^R := H?R((XK, MK)/K) 

Vm :=H™((X,M)/{E,ME))QR 

B+:= H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql (the notation of C. Breuil) 

Hm((X,M)/(E,MB))Qp 

D^R :=limHm((X,M)/(S,N),0/jM)Qp 

FU'SSk := lim Hm((X,M)/(S,N),J^/J^%p 

Then, from Proposition 4.3.2, Proposition 4.4.1 (1) and Proposition 7.1.3, we obtain 
the following commutative diagram: 

#™((X,M),S^)<< 

(7.1.2) 

Hm((X,M)/W,jW V=PR 
xbb 

cwwwccù^^ 

7.1.3(1) 

H°((S,N) P)m^<p=pr ,N=Q 

Fil7 D wxx 
w<<,; 

—m 
^dR 

7.1.3(2) 
H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql 

7.1.3(2) *àR®K Dm 

^cwwm^ù 

(£s+ 0Ko Dm)*=rr>N=0 

Here the bottom left arrow is obtained from Proposition 4.4.1 (1) and Proposition 
4.3.2. Thus we obtain the required homomorphism (7.1.1). 

For a line bundle C on X, we define the syntomic first Chern class C\YN(C) 
to be the image of the class of C in Pic(X) = HLT{X,0*x) under the homo
morphism HLT(X,0*x) -> HL(X,MZV) -+ H2((X,M),S^P) induced by the 

symbol map. For a line bundle C on XK, we define the de Rham first Chern 
class c\R(C) similarly using H}T{XK,Mf)< -> H\<K((XK,M<K)/K) induced by 
d\og: Mf ^aXK/K<{\og(MK))[l}. 
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Proposition 7.1.4 ([Tsu99] Lemma 4.8.9). — For any line bundle C on X, the homo
morphism (7.1.1) with m = 2, r = 1 sends Cgyn(£) ¿0 1 0 c\R(C\xK)-

Proof. — We are easily reduced to proving the diagram: 

Яе\(Х„,М|Р) 

H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql 

H&Xn,M?) 

HJR((Xn,Mn)/(Sn,Nn)) 
is commutative. This follows from its local analogue: 

^!:;^$ 

symbol 

'(L)(X,M),(Z,Mz) -

cx,;:p 

SlXn/SnQog(Mn/Nn))[l] 

trivial by definition. 

7 .2 . Proof of CSf — Let (X, M) be as in the beginning of § 6. Then, from Corollary 
6.0.2 and (7.1.1), we obtain a Gx-equi variant homomorphism: 
(7.2.1) 

H£(XW, Qp(r)) — (Я+ ®K0 #c?ys((X, М)))^=°'^г П FiT(B+R ®* HZK{XK/K)) 
for 0 < га ^ r compatible with the product structures and functorial on X. By 
tensoring Qp(—r) = B^v 'N==0 П Fil~r BdR, we obtain a G^-equivariant homomor
phism: 
(7.2.2)X<<,;^ÙÙÙÙ Bst 0Qp H%(Xjf, Qp) —+ ®K0 #cTys((X, M)) 

preserving <p, TV and the nitrations after BdR0BSf We can verify that (7.2.1) for 
m = 0 is induced by Qp(r) = Filr B+R П (Б+)^=РГ'лг=0 and it implies that (7.2.2) is 
independent of the choice of r(^ m). Combining with Proposition 7.1.4 and Propo
sition 6.1.4, it also implies: 

Proposition 7.2.3. — For any line bundle C on X, the homomorphism (7.2.2) with 
m = 1 sends t 0 (c\t(C\xK) 0 £_1) to 1 0 C\R(£\Xk), where t denotes a non-zero 
element ofQJl). 

Now we will prove that (7.2.2) is a filtered isomorphism, which implies Theorem 1.1 

by Corollary 2.2.10. Since the special fiber Y is reduced and X is smooth in a neighbor
hood of a codimension 0 point of the special fiber, by replacing K with a suitable finite 
unramified extension, we may assume that XK is geometrically connected (SGAl X 
Proposition 1.2) and has a section s : S —» X whose image is contained in a smooth 
locus. Set d := dimX/^. We have dimQp H?^ = dim^ = dim^o #crys = 1-

Proposition 7.2.4 ([Tsu99] Lemma 4.10.3). — The homomorphism (7.2.2) for m = 2d 
is a filtered isomorphism. 
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Proof. — (The argument of Fontaine-Messing [FM87] III 6.3.) We take the blow 
up I of I along s and prove the proposition for X instead of X. Let P be the 
exceptional divisor, which is isomorphic to P -̂1. Then, for a hyperplane H C P, 
we have J*([PK]) = —[HK] hi CH1(PK) where j denotes PK ^ XK and hence 
[PK]d = {-IY^J^HKY'1) in CHD(XK). This implies that the class of ajational 
point is (-l)d-1c1(Ox(P)\XK)d in Hét and Hdi- Hence the proposition for X follows 
from Proposition 7.2.3. • 

By Proposition 7.2.4 and Poincaré duality, we see that the image of (7.2.2) is 
a direct factor of the RHS as J5st-modules and since dimQhhh$$ = dim/f H^(= 
dim ô H™ys) (by the Lefschetz principle and the equality over C), it implies the 
bijectivity. For the isomorphism of the filtrations, we take gr of .BdR ®£st (7.2.2) and 
prove that it is injective using Poincaré duality for étale cohomology and Serre duality. 

Appendix. Cst implies CdR 

In this appendix, we will give an argument to derive CdR: the theorem of G. 
Faltings ([Fal89] VIII) from Cst by using the alteration of de Jong ([dJ96]). As in 
the Notation in § 1, let K be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic 
(0,p) with perfect residue field and let K be an algebraic closure of K. We will prove 
the following theorem. 

Theorem Al (CdR). — For each finite extension L of K contained in K and each 
proper smooth scheme X over L, there exist Gal(K/L)-equivariant B^R-Unear canon
ical isomorphisms: 

cx : BDR 0Qp H%(XK, Qp) BDR 0L H?R(X/L)X<<!^^(m G Z) 

preserving the filtrations and satisfying the properties below. Here X^ :— X <S>L K, 
the action of g G Gsl(K/L) on the LHS (resp. RHS) is g 0 g (resp. g 0 1) and the 
filtration on the LHS (resp. RHS) is Fil' BdR 0 HV£ (resp. the tensor product of the 
filtrations on BdR and H^). Let t denote any generator of Zp(l)(c Fil1 BdR). 

(Al . l ) Functoriality : For other L' and X' such that L C V and a morphism 
f:X'—*X compatible with Spec(L') —» Spec(L), the following diagram is commuta
tive: 

BDR 0Q? 
w<m^ùùùùcxx cx BAK®LH^K{X/LW<<) 

x<,,: 

•BdR ®Qr H°((S,N)/(cc 
H°((S,N)/(E 

cx, 
xww,; 

:vww<;,,, 

BdR®L<tfdTOR(X'/L')-̂ ùù<<< 

(Al.2) Compatibility with cup products. 
(A 1.3) Compatibility with cycle classes: For any algebraic cycle Y on X of codi-

mension r, 
cx(l ® (c le^(%) ® = r <8> c l f ( F ) . 
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(A1.4) Compatibility with Chern classes: For any vector bundle E on X, 
® {CF(E) ® t~r)) = t~r ® 4R(E). 

(A1.5) Compatibility with trace maps: If X is of equidimension d, then the following 
diagram commutes: 

BdR <S>Qp H°((S,N)/( cx BdR®LHli{X/L) 

l<g)(td-Tr) 

BdR ®QP Qp 

td<g)Tr 

BdR ®L L. 
(Al.6) Compatibility with direct images: Under the same assumption as (Al.l), if 

L' = L, X is of equidimension d and X' is of equidimension e, then the following 
diagram commutes: 

H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql 
H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql 

i®(te-d-/„) 

BDR®QPHRT+2{D-E cxxw;,: 

cccv 

cx 

Bm®LH?R(X>/L) 

xw<;: 

BdK®LH^d-e){X/L). 

First one can derive the following weaker theorem easily from the results of [Tsu99]. 

Theorem A2. — For each finite extension L of K contained in K and each proper 
smooth scheme X over L with semi-stable reduction, associated to each semi-stable 
model X, there exist Gsl(K/L)-equivariant BdR-linear isomorphisms: 

cx : BdR ®Qp H%(Xjc, Qp) BdR ®L H^X/L) 
preserving the filtrations and satisfying the following properties, where t denotes a 
generator o/Zp(l)(c Fil1 BdR). 

(A2.1) Functoriality I: For other L', X' and X' such that L C V and a morphism 
f:X'—>X compatible with Spec(Oi/) —> Spec(OL), the same diagram as in (Al.l) 
with cx and cxr replaced by c% and c%> is commutative ([Tsu99] Proposition 4.10.4). 

(A2.2) Compatibility with cup products. 
(A2.3) Compatibility with cycle classes: For any algebraic cycle Y on X of codi-

mension r, 
cx(l ® (cl!L(%) ® t~r)) = t~r ® dxK(Y). 

(A2.4) Compatibility with Chern classes: For any vector bundle E on X, 

cx(l ® (CP(E) ® r r ) ) = t~T ® 4R(E). 

(A2.5) Compatibility with trace maps: If X is of equidimension d, then the same 
diagram as in (A1.5) with cx replaced by c% is commutative. 

(A2.6) Compatibility with direct images: Under the same assumption as (A2.1), if 
V— L, X is of equidimension d and X' is of equidimension e, then the same diagram 
as in (Al.6) with cx and cx> replaced by c% and c%f is commutative. 
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(A2.7) Functoriality II: For any a € Gdl(K/K), if we denote by Xa, Xa the base 
change of X, X by Spec(cr): Spe^O^n) —• Spec(OL), then the following diagram 

commutes: 
xww<:;^ù 
cxx<^mmm 

H°((S,N)/ 
(E,ME))Ql 

cx BdR®LHSk(X/L) 

cr<g>cr* 

BdR <S>QP x<<;, (*£>Qp) 
C%cr 

a<S>a* 

BdR 0a(L) v<< H°((S,N) 
/(E,ME))Ql 

Here a* denote the isomorphisms induced by the following cartesian diagrams: 

Xa 

Spec(cr(L) 
Spec(a) 

X 

Spec(L) 

w<<n; 

Spec(A" 
Spec(<j) 

vww<< 

Spec(K). 

Proof — The isomorphism c% compatible with the cup products (A2.2) is con
structed in [Tsu99] § 4.10, (A2.1) is proven in [Tsu99] Proposition 4.10.4 and (A2.7) 
is trivial by the construction of c%. We will prove the remaining properties. 

(A2.3) (I learned the following argument from W. Messing.) Since cx is compatible 
with the Chern classes of a line bundle on X (not on X\) ([Tsu99] Proposition 4.10.1) 
and c% is functorial on X (A2.1), we see that c% is compatible with the Chern classes 
of a vector bundle on X by the splitting principle. Here note that the flag variety 
associated to a vector bundle on X is proper smooth over X. For any integral closed 
subscheme Y of X, if we denote by y the closure of Y in X, then Oy has a resolution 
of finite length by locally free sheaves of finite rank (because X is regular) and the 
cycle classes of Y in if|t and H£R can be described in the same way in terms of the 
Chern classes of the locally free sheaves appearing in the resolution. Hence c% is also 

compatible with cycle classes. 
(A2.4) Choose a coherent <9x-module £ such that S\x = E (EGA I (9.4.8)). Then 

8 has a resolution of finite length by locally free sheaves of finite rank. The rest is 
the same as the proof of (A2.3) above. 

(A2.5) By (A2.1), cx decomposes into the sum of c%> for each irreducible component 
X; of X. Hence, by (A2.1) again, we can replace L by a suitable finite unramified 
extension contained in K and assume that X is geometrically irreducible and has an 
L-rational point. In this case, H2d are both one dimensional and (A2.5) follows from 
the compatibility with cycle classes of a point (A2.3). 

(A2.6) follows from (A2.1), (A2.2) and (A2.5). 

In the rest of this appendix, we will derive Theorem AI from Theorem A2 using the 
alteration of de Jong [dJ96]. First let us recall a result of de Jong. In this appendix, 
we say that a morphism f:X—>Y between reduced noetherian schemes is an etale 
alteration if it is proper surjective and, for each x E l of codimension 0, / is etale in 
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a neighborhood of x. If / is proper and surjective, the latter condition is equivalent 
to the following: For each y £ Y of codimension 0, there exists an open neighborhood 
V C Y of y such that f^x(V) —• V is etale and, for each x £ X of codimension 0, 
/ (x) is also of codimension 0 in Y. Let L be a finite extension of K. For a scheme X 
of finite type over OL, we say that X is strictly semi-stable over OL if X is regular, the 
special fiber of X is a reduced divisor with normal crossings on X, and the irreducible 
components of the special fiber and their intersections are smooth over the residue 
field of L. 

Theorem A3 (de Jong [dJ96]). — For a proper flat reduced scheme X over OL, there 
exist a finite extension M of L, a proper strictly semi-stable scheme y over OM and a 
morphism f: y —> X compatible with Spec(OM) —» Spec(OL) such that the morphism 
y —> X ®oL OM induced by f is an étale alteration. 

We will also need the following fact. 

Proposition A4. — For a proper strictly semi-stable scheme X over OL, there exist 
a proper strictly semi-stable scheme Z over OL and a proper surjective morphism 
Z —> X xSpec(oL) % OVER OL which is an isomorphism on the generic fiber. 

Now let us construct the isomorphism cx-

Proposition A5. — Let L be a finite extension of K contained in K, let X be a proper 
smooth scheme over L and let X be a proper flat model of X. (Such a model always 
exists by the compactification theorem of Nagata). Suppose that we are given a proper 
strictly semi-table scheme y over OL and an étale alteration f: y —» X over OL-
Then the homomorphism 

H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql/(E,ME))Ql 

is injective, the homomorphism 

r:H?K(X/L)^H&(Y/L) 

is injective and strictly compatible with the Hodge filtrations and cy in Theorem A2 
induces a G&\(K/L)-equivariant B^R-linear isomorphism 

B<mH°((S,N)/(Ql ®Qp Qp)) <* ßDR ®L r(HXR(X/L)) 

preserving the filtrations. 

Proof. — (I learned this argument from T. Saito). By (A2.1), we may assume that X 
and Y := y®oL L is irreducible. (Note that y and X are disjoint union of irreducible 
components but X is not in general. We replace X by the disjoint union of the 
irreducible components of X with the reduced induced closed subscheme structures.) 
Let g be the correspondence defined by the transpose = (/, idy): Y X x Y of 
the graph Tf := (idy, / ) : Y Y x X of / . Then the composite / og is n • idx- Here 
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n denotes the degree of Y —> X at the generic point of X. Indeed, we see easily that 
the commutative diagram: 

Y 

w<<< 

X x Y 

xw<<,;: 

i^mmù 

T̂ xidx 

Y x X 

X xYxX 

is cartesian, and the direct image of the cycle (/, idy, / ) : 7 c l x y x l i n l x l i s 
n-Ax. Here Ax denotes the diagonal of X x X. Hence for the two cohomology groups 
in question, we have g* o /* = ( / o g)* = n and hence /* are injective. By applying 
the same argument to the Hodge cohomology ®iH

rn~i(Z,VLi

ZiL) = ê gr* if^(Z/Z/) , 
we see that the gr of /* for de Rham cohomology is injective and hence /* is strictly 
compatible with the Hodge filtrations. From the above argument, it also follows that 
g* is surjective and hence the image of /* coincides with the image of /*op* = (gof)*. 
Set Hm(Z)(r) = H™(Zw,Qp)(r) or H™R(Z/L) (here we ignore the Hodge filtration) 
and denote by c the class in H2d(Y x Y)(d) (d = dimX = dimY) defined by the 
correspondence gof. Then the composite /* o g* is given by 

Hm(Y) ^ Hm(Y x Y) — # m + 2 d ( y x Y)(d)H°((S,N)/(E,M # m ( F ) 

Now from Proposition A4, (A2.3), (A2.1), (A2.2) and (A2.6), we obtain the isomor
phism in the proposition. The compatibility with the filtrations follows from the strict 
compatibility of /* with the Hodge filtrations. • 

Let L be a finite extension of K contained in K and let X be a proper smooth 
scheme over L. Choose a proper flat model X of X. Then by Theorem A3, there exist 
a finite extension M of L contained in K, a proper strictly semi-stable scheme y over 
OM and a morphism f: y X compatible with Spec(OM) —• Spec(OL) such that 
the induced morphism f : y —* X ®oL OM is an étale alteration. Choose such M, 3̂  
and / . Applying Proposition A5 to we obtain an isomorphism 

CX,Y,F ' BDR <g)qp 
H£(XW,QP) BDR 0 L H?R(X/L) 

which makes the following diagram commutative: 

#dR 0QP 

w<<<<;:^ùùùù °x,Y,F 

1®/* 

#dR <S>QP 
w<<^$ùùùùùù 

BdR®LH?R(X/L) 

xww 

<xx,;; 

BDR ®MH%R{Y/M) 

Here the two vertical homomorphisms are injective and the homomorphism c%,yj is 
compatible with the actions of Gal(K/M) and with the filtrations. 

Proposition A6. — Under the notations and assumptions as above, the homomorphism 
cx,yj is independent of the choice ofX, M, y and f. 
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Proof. — Choose other Xi, Mi, 1̂ and /1. Let X2 be the scheme theoretic closure 
of the diagonal Ax of X x X in X x Xi. Then X2 is a proper flat model of X from 
which there are maps to X and Xi. Let M2 := M • Mi, Let X2 be the base change of 
X2 by OL C OM' and let y' (resp. y[) be the base change of the closed subscheme 
of y xx X2 (resp. yi X2) defined by the ideal consisting of all torsion elements 
by M C M2 (resp. Mi C M2). Then we have natural etale alterations over 
y' —• X2 and ^i - » X2. Let ^ be the closure in y xXf2 y[ of the inverse images of all 
points of codimension 0 on X2 (or equivalently Xf2) endowed with the reduced closed 
subscheme structure. Note that, in general, the generic fiber of y2 is smooth over M2 
only in a neighborhood of the points of codimension 0. Then, by Theorem A3, there 
exist a finite extension M2 of M2 contained inK, a proper strictly semi-stable scheme 
y2 over OM2i and a morphism y2 —> y2 compatible with Spec(OM2) —> Spec(OM^) 
such that the induced morphism y2 —> y'2 ®oM, OM2 LS an etale alteration. Thus we 

2 
obtain a commutative diagram 

X • " X2 > Xi 

ss 

y 

/2 

3>2 

/1 

yi 

over the commutative diagram 

Spec(0L) 

Spec(0M) 

Spec(0L) 

• Spec(0M2) 

Spec(0L) 

Spec(0Mi). 

Here the middle vertical morphism induces an etale alteration y2 —> X2 0oL OM2 
Now, from the functoriality (A2.1), we obtain c%,y,f = c%2^y2j2 = c%uy1j1- C 

We set cx = c%,y,f-

Proposition A7. — Under the notations and assumptions above, cx is compatible with 
the actions ofGal(K/L). 

Proof. — Choose X, M, y and / as above. Then cx is compatible with the actions 
of GS1(K/M). Let a be an arbitrary element of Gsl(K/L), let Y°', ya be the base 
change of Y, y by Spec(cr) : Spec(cr(OM)) —+ Spec(OM), and let fa be the composite 
ya y -̂ -> X. Since the action of a on L is trivial, fa is compatible with the 
embedding L <—• cr(M). By the definition of cx,y,/ and the functoriality (A2.7), we 
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obtain the following commutative diagram: 

BdR ®QP 12 éi vccwap^$ 

w<<<;: n 

BdR ®QP ww^^w^^$ù 

cr(g)cr* 

BdR ®Qp H°((S,/(E,ME))Ql 

H°((S,N(E,Ql u 

H°((S,N w<<b,; 

cx=c%,y,f 

xwww 

Cya 

cx=cx,yv ,f° 

BdR ®L H°((S,N) 

10/ n 

#dR ®A< H?R(Y/MHH) 

<7®<T* 

BdR ®CT(M) H&(Y°/<X(HM)) 

w<<<<< 

BdR ®L (XL)gg 

Here the morphisms /*, a* and (/CT)* between etale and de Rham cohomology groups 
are induced by the following commutative diagrams respectively: 

X f 
Y Y y* 

Spec(L) 

Spec(K) 

Spec(M) 

id • Spec(if), 

Spec(M) 

Spec(K) 

Spec(a) 

Spec(cr) 

Spec(a(M)) 

Spec(X) 

X 
xwww 

;,:^$ùù 

Spec(L) 

Spec(if) id 

Spec(<r(M)) 

Spec(K) 

If we denote by (pa the morphism between the two cohomology groups induced by the 
diagram 

X 

Spec(L) 

Spec(K) 

id 

id_ 

Spec(cr) 

x 

Spec(L) 

Spec(if), 
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then we have a* o / * = (fa)* o <pa. On the other hand, ipa is nothing but the action 

of a for the etale cohomology and the identity for the de Rham cohomology. Hence 

the following diagram is commutative: 

BDR®QPH£(XX,®P) 
cx 

x<<< 

H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql cx 

BMQLH&W<<:^^WL) 

a<S>id 

H°((S,N)/(E,ME))Ql 

Finally, we will prove that cx satisfies the properties (Al.l)-(A1.6). First let us 

prove the functoriality (A 1.1). We can verify that cx and cxx are compatible for any 

finite extension L\ of L contained in K and the base change X± of X to L\. (Choose 

a proper flat model X of X, choose M , y and / for the base change Xi of X to Li, and 

use the same M and y to define cx and cxx •) If we denote by Xi, i G / the irreducible 

components of X, then we see easily cx = ®ieicXi- Hence, we may assume L = L' 

and that X and X' are geometrically irreducible. We may further assume that there 

are a proper flat model X of X, a proper strictly semi-stable scheme y over OL and 

an étale alteration y —• X over O L . Choose a proper flat model X[ of X and let 

X7 be the scheme theoretic image of (idx', / ) : X' X' x X in X[ x X. Then X' 

is a proper flat model of X' and the morphism / extends to a morphism X' —• X. 

Choose a closed point of the fiber of y X x X' —> X' over the unique generic point 

of X' and let X' be its closure in y x x X' endowed with the reduced induced closed 

subscheme structure. Then X' —> X' is an étale alteration. By Theorem A3, there is a 

finite extension M of L contained in X , a proper strictly semi-stable scheme yf over 

OM and a morphism yf —> X' compatible with S p e c ( O M ) —> Spec (OL) such that the 

induced morphism y ' —> X' ®oL OM is an étale alteration. Define cx and cy using 

y -* X and y -> X' T . Then (Al . l ) follows from (A2.1). 

The compatibility with the cup products (Al.2) follows easily from (A2.2). The 

compatibility with cycle classes (A1.3) follows from (A2.3) and the compatibility of 

the pull-back maps with cycle classes for étale and de Rham cohomologies. Similar for 

the compatibility with Chern classes (Al.4). For the compatibility with trace maps 

(A1.5), by replacing L by a finite extension of L contained in K, we are reduced to 

the case that X is geometrically irreducible and has an L-rational point. Here we use 

the compatibility of cx with base changes and with the decomposition of X into its 

irreducible components. Then (A1.5) follows from the compatibility of cx with the 

cycle classes of a point (A1.3). Finally the compatibility with direct images (A1.6) 

follows from (Al . l ) , (Al.2) and (Al.5). 
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